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a b s t r a c t

Renewable energy sources are becoming increasingly important as a substitute for fossil energy pro-
duction. However, distributed renewable energy production faces several challenges regarding trading
and management, such as inflexible pricing models and inaccurate green consumption information.
A decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) electricity marketplace may address these challenges. It enables
prosumers to market their self-produced electricity. However, such a marketplace needs to guarantee
that the transactions follow market rules and government regulations, cannot be manipulated, and are
consistent with the generated electricity. One of the ways to provide these guarantees is to leverage
blockchain technology.

This work describes a decentralized blockchain-based P2P energy marketplace addressing privacy,
trust, and governance issues. It uses a private permissioned blockchain Hyperledger Fabric (HF) and
its smart contracts to perform energy trading settlements. The suggested P2P marketplace includes a
particular regulator actor acting as a governmental representative overseeing marketplace operations.
In this way, the suggested P2P marketplace can address the governance issues needed in electricity
marketplaces. Further, the proposed marketplace ensures actors’ data privacy by employing HF’s
private data collections while preserving the integrity and auditability of all operations. We present
an in-depth performance evaluation and provide insights into the security and privacy challenges
emerging from such a marketplace. The results demonstrate that partial centralization by the applied
regulator does not limit the P2P energy trade settlement execution. Blockchain technology allows
for automated marketplace operations enabling better incentives for prosumer electricity production.
Finally, the suggested marketplace preserves the user’s privacy when P2P energy trade settlements are
conducted.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Recently, with the widespread adoption of renewable energy
ources (RES), e. g. , solar panels and on-premise batteries, the
istributed electricity generation in electrical grid infrastruc-
ure has opened great opportunities for prosumers, i. e. , produc-
rs/consumers, of electricity [1]. Electricity generation allows
rosumers not only to consume electricity as a conventional
ode in an energy grid but also to produce and trade it through
n energy marketplace by becoming a distributed energy resource
DER) [2]. However, this change has led to the introduction of a
umber of challenges in energy marketplace management.
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The first is the inflexible pricing model of today’s energy mar-
ketplaces in which the prosumer is limited to selling electricity
to a single buyer (typically the energy provider he/she belongs
to), and also to a price set by the buyer or governmental body.
This creates a limitation for energy market customers. This not
only limits the volume of buyers that a seller can reach but
also prevents buyers from purchasing energy from prosumers
belonging to a different energy provider. Further, it results in a
value distribution imbalance, where the prosumer side suffers
monetarily [3].

The second is the suboptimal electricity distribution, i. e. , when
he prosumer generates more electricity than the energy grid
an consume. In such a case, the overproduced electricity can
e wasted due to insufficient demand within the energy grid.
n this case, it is an energy provider, i. e. , prosumer’s supplier of
lectricity, that manages the supply and demand balance within
he marketplace. Using traditional methods, electricity supply
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Acronyms

AC Access Control
BFT Byzantine Fault Tolerant
BO Blockchain Organization
CA Certificate Authority
CFT Crash Fault Tolerant
CLI Command-Line Interface
CSR Certificate Sign Request
D2018/2001 Directive 2018/2001
DER Distributed Energy Resource
DoS Denial of Service
eID Electronic Identification
EU European Union
FR Functional Requirements
GO Guarantee of Origin
HC Hyperledger Calipher
HF Hyperledger Fabric
IOPS Input Operations Per Second
kWh Kilowatt-hours
MC Marketplace Channel
MI Marketplace Interface
MSP Membership Service Provider
NR Non-Functional Requirements
P2P Peer-To-Peer
EPCF Endorsement Policy Configuration File
PDC Private Data Collection
PoW Proof of Work
QoS Quality of Service
RES Renewable Energy Source
SC Smart Contract
TL Transaction Latency
TTP Trusted Third-Party
VM Virtual Machine

management becomes complicated with the increasing numbers
of DERs. In order to conduct proper management and accounting
of the electricity and money flows in and between its networks,
the energy provider requires a common secure database, where
generation data is aggregated and can be further analyzed to
discover optimal energy distribution strategies. In addition, such
a common database can be interoperable with the systems of
other energy providers to enable cross-provider efficient energy
distribution [4].

The third is the inaccurate green consumption information, i. e. ,
when buyers do not receive reliable information on the sources
of electricity they consume. Due to inaccurate national regula-
tory frameworks, consumers frequently end up using electricity
from fossil fuel energy sources while guaranteed to be using
energy generated by RES. Nowadays, the information about the
energy produced by RES is contained in the guarantee of origin
(GO). According to Directive 2018/2001 (D2018/2001) of the Euro-
ean Parliament, GO is ‘‘an electronic document which has the sole
unction of providing proof to a final customer that a given share
r quantity of energy was produced from renewable sources’’ [5].
ithin the marketplace, the GO is issued by the governmental

egulator, i. e. , body that can certify RES generated electricity.
However, as was investigated in [6], due to the absence of secure
and unified storage for GOs, consumers still frequently end up
using electricity from fossil fuel energy sources while having the

GO. p

2

These limitations can be alleviated by introducing an energy
marketplace allowing the peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading be-
tween prosumers. According to D2018/2001, a ‘‘peer-to-peer trad-
ing of renewable energy means the sale of renewable energy between
market participants by means of a contract with pre-determined
conditions governing the automated execution and settlement of the
transaction...’’ [5]. With P2P energy trading, prosumers are able to
trade energy directly with each other, controlling where, when,
and for what price1 they sell or buy the electricity. Further, the
energy provider controls the electricity generation and consump-
tion data, preserving the privacy of the money flows between the
prosumers. Finally, the regulator can be part of the marketplace
system and issue GO to a unified and secure database accessible
to prosumers during trade operations. Having all parts of trade
operation within a marketplace, i. e. , generated energy, GO, and
agreed upon contract, automated execution and settlement of
the trade transactions can be achieved through automation, and
orchestration techniques [7]. Ultimately, such a P2P energy trade
should promote the installation of DERs by energy grid end-users,
resulting in the decarbonization of energy distribution systems
and widespread adoption of RES [8].

In today’s systems with the centralized architecture, the en-
ergy marketplace acts as a middleman in all the trading oper-
ations and needs to be operated by a trusted third-party (TTP)
to guarantee that it respects pre-determined conditions of P2P
transactions and faithfully follows the orders from the prosumers.
In such a case, the prosumers are required to trust their energy
provider with the proper operation of the marketplace, making
the provider de-facto TTP. However, scaling this approach to more
than one energy provider would raise trust issues. In a capital
economy, it is very likely that energy providers are privately-
owned corporations that compete for revenue. Therefore, they
have an incentive to keep their operations confidential to gain
competitive advantages. The lack of transparency may cast doubts
regarding fair play and conformance to negotiated conditions.
Therefore, this would require the introduction of an external TTP
if no single energy provider can be trusted by all the other actors.
Besides, any energy provider acting as a middleman would be in
a prime position to disproportionately profit from running the
marketplace, creating an asymmetry in value generation [9]. An
alternative solution is the adoption of a decentralized marketplace
architecture that distributes the control of the marketplace over
multiple organizations, e.g., the energy providers. Instead of trust-
ing a single TTP with the operation of the marketplace, all the
organizations are collectively running it following protocols that
guarantee its correct operation [10].

The motivation of this study is to design, implement, and
conduct a performance evaluation of a decentralized energy mar-
ketplace system that considers all actors, assets, and services
present in power grids nowadays. Such a marketplace would
enable user authentication, data privacy, decentralized market-
place governance, and the ability to automate trade settlement
business logic, making P2P transactions possible. In addition, as
the energy distribution and trade price are primarily regulated
by the government, to effectively address today’s energy sys-
tems, the regulator actor is introduced. It acts as a governmental
epresentative within the decentralized marketplace and assures
hat all RESs are certified for usage by prosumers. In addition,
t participates in energy trade transactions to ensure correct
apping between produced and traded electricity. To the best of
ur knowledge, the regulator’s role was not studied in the context
f any other decentralized energy marketplace.

1 The price margins are regulated by the government. However, these
argins leave room for negotiation for the prosumer to make a higher or lower
rofit on generated electricity.
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Fig. 1. Energy Marketplace Actors. (The question mark under ‘‘Trusted Collaboration’’ signifies the need to define requirements which are followed by all actors of the
marketplace).
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Based on the discussed energy marketplace challenges and
outlined motivations, the main contributions of this paper can
be summarized as follows. This study proposes a decentralized
blockchain-based P2P energy marketplace and utilizes Hyper-
edger Fabric (HF) [11] as the main trust-enabling and consensus-
eaching platform. The proposed marketplace uses smart contracts
SC), i. e. , chaincodes, to automate and execute the trade set-
lement process and to manage the issue and consumption of
Os. In addition, it incorporates the regulator actor, which acts
s a governmental representative and oversees the marketplace
perations. Further, it ensures marketplace data privacy while
reserving the integrity and auditability of all operations. The
ollowing methodology was used to define the blockchain-based
nergy marketplace. First, with advice from an operating energy
rovider, we define a set of regulatory and operational require-
ents which have to be met by the marketplace. Next, based
n defined requirements, we describe the proposed marketplace
rchitecture. Further, we produce the marketplace’s threat model
nd define security requirements. Next, we detail the implemen-
ation and map security requirements to appropriate counter-
easures provided by HF. Further, we present the marketplace’s
erformance evaluation with the SC tailored for energy trad-
ng. Finally, we provide insights and observations regarding the
echanisms that lead to efficient trust and consensus, e. g. , by
etter handling concurrent transactions in the blockchain-based
arketplace.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2

escribes the actors and requirements for the proposed decen-
ralized blockchain-based energy marketplace. Section 3 details
he marketplace’s architecture, security analysis, and operation.
ection 4 details marketplace’s implementation. Section 5 de-
ails the performance evaluation process and results. Section 6
escribes the results and observations from marketplace imple-
entation and execution of blockchain-based trade settlement.
ection 7 describes the related work on the blockchain-based en-
rgy marketplaces and the performance evaluation of blockchain-
ased implementations. Finally, Section 8 draws a summary of
he blockchain-based energy marketplace and provides an out-
ook.

. Marketplace requirements

To operate correctly, a decentralized P2P energy marketplace
as to precisely define collaborating actors, i. e. , entities within
he automated system. In addition, for the trade settlement con-
racts to be defined and executed according to the predefined
onditions, the marketplace and the electricity trading process
eed to offer specific functionalities and fulfill some constraints.
hese elements were captured in the form of functional and
 e

3

non-functional requirements. The actors and requirements were
defined in collaboration with the authors’ local energy provider,
which has DERs as part of its grid infrastructure and has been
working on defining an energy marketplace. Further, the require-
ments were formulated in compliance with regulations described
in D2018/2001 of the European Parliament regarding the issuing,
trading, and consumption of GOs. In addition, marketplace actors
and requirements have been defined in recent research works.
The closest to our marketplace is the proposal described in [12].
The authors of that study define actors and requirements for
the P2P energy marketplace. However, their marketplace does
not include a regulator role, GO usage, and data privacy require-
ments intrinsic to energy market systems. To the best of our
knowledge, none of the other energy marketplaces are taking into
consideration such requirements.

2.1. Marketplace actors

Energy marketplace actors and their respective places in the
grid infrastructure are depicted in Fig. 1. The solid line denotes a
physical or digital connection between two marketplace compo-
nents, i. e. , they are connected either through the power grid or
by the network. The dashed line denotes a logical connection, i. e. ,
interaction ability between components through legal obligation
or right. Further, each marketplace actor is discussed in detail.

2.1.1. Prosumer
The prosumer acts as a DER within the marketplace. It has a

ES and metering device installed on-premise, c. f. , Fig. 1. While
enerating the electricity, the prosumer is limited by the aggre-
ator capacity [13], i. e. , battery cell. Thus, all generated energy
hat an aggregator cannot store has to be automatically sold. The
nergy aggregator may be installed on the prosumer’s premise,
. e. , household, or be in close proximity, in which case it is
wned2 and operated by the energy provider [14]. While the
rosumer is physically connected to the power grid, his/her main
nterest in becoming a part of the marketplace is to determine
he conditions of energy trade settlement with another prosumer,
ven if they belong to a different energy provider. Further, the
rosumers want to get GO for the electricity they produce within
he marketplace’s automated system. Finally, the prosumers do
ot want to disclose the electricity generation information to
ther marketplace participants. However, they are willing to dis-
lose the orders they make, e. g. , buy or sell, which should only
e visible to the other prosumer in the transaction and to the
nvolved energy providers.

2 There are cases when an energy aggregator is owned by a separate company
nd is rented for usage to an energy provider. This study assumes that only the
nergy provider or prosumer can be owners of the aggregator.
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.1.2. Energy provider
In order to sell electricity, the producer is always connected

o the local power grid, which is owned3 by the energy provider.
he provider’s main interest is to collect data on electricity con-
umption fluctuations in order to optimize energy distribution
nd conduct proper accounting of the electricity and money flows
n its network. In addition, energy providers do not want to share
ny information due to market competition. Thus, the local grid
eneration information from DERs, i. e. , prosumers, is private to
he energy provider.

.1.3. Regulator
In the energy marketplace, a GO is issued by the regulator.

he governmental4 entity with the legal power to issue a GO
o a producer, i. e. , prosumer, as proof that the electricity was
enerated with the RES. During a trade transaction, the prosumer
as to present a GO issued by the regulator to guarantee the buyer
hat the energy was generated with a RES. The GOs are issued for
certain amount of electricity, e. g. , 1 MWh. In our marketplace
esign, to make the process flexible for prosumers, the regulator
ay issue the GO per smaller amounts of generated electricity,
. g. , 1 kWh.

.2. Functional requirements (FR)

The functional requirements [15] define the functionality that
as to be available to prosumers, energy providers, and regulators
ithin the marketplace. These requirements outline a set of op-
rations that comprise a core functionality that may be extended
f necessary.

.2.1. FR1 - electricity operations
Prosumers should have the ability to conduct operations with

he electricity, i. e. , virtual kilowatt-hours (kWh). Within the mar-
etplace, generated electricity acts as a fungible token (FT) [16].
Ts are tokens that are non-unique and represent the same value
in terms of the energy it represents) for every marketplace
rosumer, e. g. , 1 kWh generated by Prosumer A is equal to
kWh generated by Prosumer B. As a marketplace user, the

rosumer has to be able to register generated electricity, adding
number of kWh to his/her marketplace account. This happens
utomatically after the prosumer has connected to the market-
lace system his/her RES, metering device, and battery if present,
. f. , Fig. 1. Further, by utilizing the marketplace interface, the
rosumer should be able to trade the generated electricity, i. e. ,
elling/buying electricity at a given price. The associated GO is
onsumed when the electricity is sold, making it impossible to
urther sell it to another prosumer. Finally, the prosumer should
e able to consume the bought electricity for the needs of his/her
ousehold. The consumption of bought electricity refers to the
alancing of the monthly bill.

.2.2. FR2 - ordering system operations
Prosumers should be able to work with the electricity market

hrough a marketplace ordering system. First, prosumers should be
ble to create an offer to sell electricity of a given quantity at a
iven price. Further, prosumers should be able to buy a given elec-
ricity quantity from an offer initiated by another prosumer. Finally,
onsidering the limitations of an aggregator capacity installed at
he prosumer’s premise, it should be possible to automatically sell
he remaining quantity of overgenerated electricity to the energy
rovider at a predefined market price.

3 The energy provider may not be the owner of the local energy grid. In this
ase, both the energy provider and grid owner need to become a part of the
arketplace. This study assumes that the energy provider is the grid owner.
4 Within the EU, GOs are issued primarily by governmental entities due

o regulatory measures. In this paper, the regulator is assumed to be a
overnmental body.
4

2.2.3. FR3 - GO operations
The regulator should be able to issue the GO on the electricity

generated by a specific RES. The GO acts as a non-fungible to-
ken (NFT) [17] within the marketplace. NFTs are unique objects,
which guarantees that within the marketplace, no two GOs are
issued for the same generated electricity. When the electricity
is generated from a RES, the prosumer must be able to get the
GO, which can be presented when the energy is sold. Further,
the prosumer should be able to transfer the ownership of the
GO to another entity within a marketplace. This operation is
needed in case the GO ownership has to be changed due to legal
necessity, e. g. , energy provider becomes the owner of GO due to
the prosumer’s inability to pay the electricity bill. However, when
the electricity is sold, the GO should be consumed, signifying the
depletion of a certain pool of previously generated renewable energy.

2.2.4. FR4 - aggregator operations
The marketplace should allow to register a battery cell, i. e. ,

aggregator. The battery cell can be owned either by the prosumer
or the energy provider. When installed, the prosumer-owned
battery and its capacity must be verified by the energy provider
and registered within the marketplace.

2.3. Non-functional requirements (NR)

The non-functional requirements [18] define the global
constraints which affect the marketplace system’s reliability, us-
ability, efficiency, and maintenance. NRs are divided into appli-
cation and system-level requirements for additional structuring
and convenience.

Application level
The first group defines application-level NRs, which put addi-

tional constraints on FRs discussed above.

2.3.1. NR1 - virtual kWh data correctness
The traded electricity within the marketplace represents the

virtual kWh which on a digital level is a number in a database.
Thus, virtual kWh must only be issued following the actual genera-
tion of electricity and must not be duplicated within the marketplace.
Further, the marketplace system must ensure that there is a
perfect match between the virtual kWh consumed by a household
and the actual kWh they consumed from the grid.

2.3.2. NR2 - order data correctness and guarantees
The energy selling order system has to provide a number of

guarantees to both seller and buyer sides of the trade operation.
When an order is being executed, the marketplace has to make
sure that an appropriate amount of resources is available for both
sides of the trading operation, i. e. , the electricity on the seller’s
side and currency on the buyer’s side. In addition, the trade
operation has to be executed according to a set of conditions that
were previously agreed upon by all participating actors, e. g. , along
with available resources, a GO must be present on the seller’s side
to settle the trade.

2.3.3. NR3 - GO data correctness
The GO acts as an NFT, which also requires a number of

guarantees from the marketplace. A reliable checking mechanism
must be enforced for the GO to be only issued following the actual
generation of electricity and with the proper source type, e. g. , hy-
dro, wind, or solar [19]. Further, when the GO is transferred, its
uniqueness has to be preserved and no duplicated GOs may occur
within the marketplace. Finally, when the GO is consumed, it has
to be marked as such to make double consumption impossible.
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.3.4. NR4 - marketplace scalability
Considering the scale of energy grid infrastructures, the num-

er of prosumers may vary. Thus, the marketplace has to scale
o a reasonable transaction throughput5 based on the volume of
orders and produced electricity. Finally, all orders must come from
real prosumers. The marketplace has to ensure that no fake orders
are being issued to take part in trading operations in an attempt
to manipulate the market.

System level
The second group defines system-level NR, which puts con-

traints on all operations that are executed within the market-
lace platform.

.3.5. NR5 - data privacy
Considering the sensitivity of the trade transactions, data pri-

acy [20] has to be preserved within the marketplace. All trans-
ctions from a prosumer, including generation, consumption, and
urchase, should not be disclosed to other prosumers. Further, P2P

energy trade details should be disclosed only to those prosumers
and their respective energy providers who participate in the trans-
action. In addition, energy trade information has to be visible for
the regulator to ensure correct mapping between traded virtual
kWh and GO consumption. Further, prosumer information has to be
visible for the regulator to ensure correct mapping between virtual
kWh and actual generated electricity. Finally, transactions internal
to an energy provider, i. e. , transaction between a prosumer and
its energy provider or between two prosumers within an energy
provider, should not be disclosed to other electricity providers.

2.3.6. NR6 - marketplace expandability
The marketplace may span different regions and countries,

which requires the support of a varying number of energy providers,
regulators, and prosumers. First, the marketplace solution must
allow transactions across prosumers belonging to multiple electricity
providers. Further, the marketplace that spans different countries
must support the possibility of multiple regulators which issue
the GO. Finally, the marketplace system must allow for effective
management of a reasonable number of prosumers6 per energy
provider.

2.3.7. NR7 - marketplace operation
Aiming at widespread adoption, the marketplace is subject to

integration and administration requirements. The need for simple
operational processes is due to the system is supposed to be
adopted by a large number of actors for whom maintaining such
a system is not a core part of their job. Thus, the marketplace
solution must allow for easy onboarding and be straightforward to
use by a prosumer. Further, the marketplace should have straight-
forward requirements for the equipment hosted by each prosumer.
Here, the main costs for the prosumer are concentrated in the
installation and certification of RES and the metering device. The
registration within a marketplace should not involve any addi-
tional charges and provides GUI through a web page or smart-
phone app. Next, the marketplace should allow for straightforward
onboarding and should be reasonably complex to manage for the
energy providers. It should facilitate adoption by energy providers
who might have limited competencies and resources to maintain
their participation in the marketplace. The marketplace should

5 The reasonable volume of orders and trade transactions depends on the
rea, the number of energy providers, and the number of potential prosumers
anting to become part of the marketplace.
6 The reasonable number of prosumers varies depending on the population
ensity within the marketplace operation region and the number of privately
wned RES. Further, the main limiting factor regarding the prosumers amount
s the throughput of the marketplace solution and its scalability.
5

minimize the administrative burden put on the regulator. However,
since the regulator is a governmental body, it should conduct
marketplace standardization activities and provide competent
staff that conducts onboarding for energy providers. Finally, the
marketplace should allow straightforward management of the life-
cycle of the application logic, e. g. , trade settlement process update
among all energy providers. It makes it possible to cater to the
market’s evolution and the new requirements that might appear
or the bugs that need to be fixed.

3. Blockchain-based energy marketplace

For the energy marketplace, correct operation means that the
requirements previously defined are met. All the actors must
have guarantees that the trade settlements are executed fol-
lowing rules that have been agreed upon beforehand, main-
taining data provenance, and preventing tampering. Blockchain
technology [21] can be used to provide the technical building
block allowing for meeting these requirements. Blockchain pro-
vides marketplace participants with distributed storage, i. e. , the
ledger, and brings such benefits as provenance, accountability,
and transparency to all data processed in a system. It also acts
as a consensus-reaching platform, allowing initially non-trusting
energy providers and prosumers to establish a trusted relation-
ship [22]. This removes the financial costs associated with having
the middleman mediate the trade settlement. Also, it avoids the
problem of having to find a TTP accepted by all participants.

3.1. Blockchain platform

To effectively address marketplace requirements, first, the
blockchain platform has to be chosen. There are several blockchain
architectures that allow either private or public access to the
ledger. Considering the NR5, which requires data privacy within
the energy marketplace, in our marketplace, we utilize the private
permissioned blockchain. A private blockchain has better privacy-
preserving characteristics and is better suited to address business
needs [23]. Here, it is the governing nodes, i. e. , blockchain or-
ganizations that participate in the network, that decide if a
new participant can enter a private blockchain. Moreover, be-
cause it is permissioned after the new participant enters the
network, governing nodes decide whether it is allowed to exe-
cute new transactions and add them to the ledger. Hyperledger
Fabric (HF) [11], which is developed by the Linux Foundation,
is representative of a private permissioned blockchain system.
All transactions in HF are executed within a blockchain channel,
which is an entity that establishes a connection between the
ledger participants. In HF, there are two types of nodes: peers
and orderers. Further, each node performs a certain type of task:
endorsement (peers), ordering (orderers), or validation (peers). HF
transaction flow is described in Fig. 2. Endorsing peers take a
transaction, execute it and return a proposal response. Responses
from multiple endorsers are then bundled together and passed to
the orderer nodes. These nodes take newly endorsed transactions,
agree on the order in which these transactions are stored in the
ledger, and generate a new block with the ordered transactions.
Further, validating peers receive the block that was newly added
to the blockchain and check the validity of the transactions in
it. Valid transactions must receive endorsements from multiple
organizations, according to the configured policy, and must not
conflict with previous transactions, e. g. , two transactions modify
the same data on the blockchain. If a transaction is invalid, it
is kept on the blockchain but does not modify its state. Finally,
the compiled block is then saved locally in the ledger of every
blockchain network participant. All blocks that are saved in HF’s

ledger are immutable, i. e. , cannot be changed or removed.
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Fig. 2. Hyperledger Fabric transaction flow. (Each number outlines the transaction
execution stage).

HF peers and orderers are implemented using the Go7 pro-
gramming language. Further, smart contracts (SCs), i. e. , blockchain
executable functions, can be implemented using Go and other
programming languages such as Node.js8 and Java.9 Peer and SC
rocesses are separated into different execution environments
hat communicate via high-performance remote procedure call10
gRPC) technology. The separation of peer and SC execution envi-
onments provides several advantages, such as deployment flexi-
ility, modular development, and separation of concerns. Deploy-
ent flexibility allows instantiating SCs as a separate process,
. g. , can be executed on a different physical machine or docker11
ontainer. The only requirement is gRPC communication sup-
ort between peers and SCs. Modular development refers to the
ecoupling of peer and SC development. This allows implemen-
ation and incremental improvements in SCs without affecting
eers. Separation of concern refers to the division between the
C management and the functions that it implements, enabling a
ontrolled SC deployment and update [24]. Further, HF defines
shim, which acts as an intermediary between the SC and HF
nvironment. A shim allows making the SC accessible to the peer
y enabling interactions via gRPC. Further, a shim provides an
nterface for the SC to access the ledger.

.1.1. Hyperledger fabric execution guarantees
It is assumed that organizations involved in the governance of

ecentralized system services do not necessarily trust each other,
equiring an assurance that the data which is processed on a for-
ign part of the system is not being manipulated with malicious
ntent. Thus, in order to support decentralized services execution,
trust-enabling mechanism is required, which ensures compliant
ata processing. First, as services are executed in a decentralized
nvironment, they require distributed storage which enables or-
anizations to maintain an updated system state. A robust and
ecure consensus mechanism enables data synchronization and
onsistency in distributed storage. Further, decentralized services
re defined as automated12 functions, which all organizations
ave to approve, i. e. , confirm function code, before they are
eployed in the infrastructure. The consensus mechanism is used
o ensure data correctness and compliant data processing during
utomated services execution, building trust among organizations
n a decentralized system.

7 https://go.dev/
8 https://nodejs.org/en
9 https://www.java.com/en/

10 https://grpc.io/
11 https://www.docker.com/
12 Automation is referred to as an ability to define a concrete process block
hat can be executed as a transaction and result in a new system state, i. e. ,
odifying or creating data in distributed data storage.
6

The trust that all transactions in the marketplace are follow-
ng the predefined rules is provided by the consensus, tamper
esistance, and trusted execution capabilities of HF. All the rules,
. g. , trade settlement contract details, governing the market-
lace functions are expressed as a SC that is audited by all
he blockchain organizations, i. e. , energy providers and regu-
ators, and is stored in the ledger [25]. As a result, there is
clear consensus regarding the rules, expressed as computer

ode, that the transactions need to follow. Every action that
he participants can take in the marketplace is implemented
olely through the execution of this SC. Hence, relying on the
uarantees provided by HF that the execution of the SC can be
rusted, every marketplace transaction can be trusted to follow
he rules. After being executed, all the transactions are stored
n the tamper-resistant decentralized ledger. At this stage, the
onsensus mechanism makes sure that all the participants agree
n the list of transactions that are part of the ledger, as well as on
heir order, maintaining a complete history and providing secure
ccounting [26].

.1.2. Private data
A feature of some private blockchain platforms is the ability to

tore private data, i. e. , data that is disclosed only to a subset of the
rganizations in the blockchain. There are two approaches to stor-
ng private data on HF’s ledger: separate channel and private data
ollections (PDCs) [27]. The separate channel approach requires
eployments of separate ledgers for each private dataset. This
pproach isolates ledgers from one another and reduces private
ata verification flexibility, e. g. , it cannot be verified if needed by
he parties that did not have access to it initially. This may create
limitation when certain private data has to be used in trade

ransactions or disclosed due to legal disputes. Instead, the PDC
pproach allows saving private data in the context of a channel.
he PDC participants are able to access, store, and modify the
ata. However, the other channel participants are only storing
ntegrity protection data, i.e. a hash value, allowing to verify the
ata integrity in case it is disclosed.

.1.3. Hyperledger fabric consensus mechanism
In HF, the consensus mechanism is divided into two layers.

he first layer denotes the endorse-order-validate transaction life-
ycle. This life-cycle provides the guarantees discussed above, as
ell as trusted SC execution. The second layer of the consensus
echanism is concentrated on the transaction ordering process.
yperledger Fabric currently only supports the RAFT protocol [28]
o order transactions. RAFT is crash fault tolerant (CFT), i. e. , the
onsensus needs to be executed by one, or more, trusted or-
anizations, a regulator in our case. However, a byzantine fault
olerant (BFT) alternative is currently being developed and will
llow execution of the consensus in a decentralized way at the
xpense of performance. Unlike CFT, BFT can handle up to a
ertain level of failures caused by adversary nodes.
RAFT consensus is used to establish a definitive order of the

ransactions between the peers participating in the ledger. It
chieves consensus by decomposing the process of block com-
itting to the ledger into several components: leader election,

edger replication, and safety. An elected leader, is an orderer
ode, which receives all endorsed transactions, agrees on their
rder with follower orderers, and sends data back to the peer for
ommitting to the ledger. A leader is elected for an arbitrary term
t the beginning of blockchain operation. It periodically sends
heartbeat request to its follower orderers to renew its term
nd maintain leadership. A reelection process starts when one of
he followers does not receive a heartbeat request from a leader
or a certain period of time, e. g. , in the case of failure of the
eader orderer node. The ledger replication component denotes the

https://go.dev/
https://nodejs.org/en
https://www.java.com/en/
https://grpc.io/
https://www.docker.com/
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Fig. 3. P2P Blockchain-based Energy Marketplace Architecture. (Physical layer, where actual electricity flows, is mapped to a digital blockchain-based layer, where the
lectricity trade operations are executed).
normal blockchain network operation when the leader orderer
node has been elected. A leader accepts the requests from en-
dorsing peers, groups them into blocks, and replicates them to
the follower orderers in order to keep the ledger synchronized. In
RAFT, the majority of orderer nodes must agree on the order of
the transactions in the block, which is then sent back to the peers
for validation and committing to their local ledgers. The safety
omponent denotes the procedures of a RAFT consensus protocol
hat ensure ledger immutability, integrity, and consistency. Here,
he leader orderer node has to contain all transactions that were
rocessed during previous terms. This ensures the immutability
nd consistency of the ledger and allows to elect only the leaders
ith the most up-to-date ledger. Further, RAFT protocol ensures
hat at no point in time there are two elected leaders. Such a situ-
tion is possible when new orderers join the blockchain network.
n this case, a separate consensus agreement is required from
oth old and new majorities of orderer nodes for the transactions
enerated during the transition to the new orderer number. After
he transition, the new leader is elected, and the blockchain
etwork continues its operation according to configured policy.

.2. Marketplace architecture

The architecture of the energy marketplace is depicted in
ig. 3. It consists of two layers: physical and digital. The physical
ayer is the energy grid where generated electricity is transported
nd distributed. The digital layer is the communication network
etween the energy providers and prosumers where trading of
he virtual kWh takes place. Our work is concerned exclusively
ith the digital layer. With regards to the physical layer, our
ssumption is the regulator can correctly enforce the mapping
f virtual kWh to real generated kWh by combining information
rom certified metering devices in the electrical grid with transac-
ion information stored in the blockchain. Further, the regulator
akes sure that only certified RES and metering devices are used

o generate electricity traded in the marketplace.

.2.1. Physical and digital layers mapping
In order to correctly map both marketplace layers, each phys-

cal layer actor has to have representation in the digital layer,
. f. , Fig. 3. Energy providers and regulator act a separate blockchain

organization (BO). The BO operates a number of peer nodes, which

7

execute endorsement and validation operations of the transaction
life-cycle. In addition, peer nodes are the main guarantors of
valid transaction execution and require the most computational
power. All peers are interconnected, forming the marketplace
channel (MC), which is an entity that establishes a connection
between collaborating BOs. Further, each energy provider BO has
a marketplace interface (MI), which provides energy prosumers
with the necessary functionality to easily join the marketplace
and conduct energy trading settlements. In addition, all BOs have
a dedicated membership service provider (MSP) which generates
cryptographic identity information for the prosumers who join
the marketplace, i. e. , acts as a certificate authority (CA).

A regulator, besides being a BO, maintains the orderer nodes
and connects them to the MC. The orderer nodes are responsible
for the order of transactions in the block, which ultimately guar-
antees that the ledger contains correctly updated information in
case of conflicting transactions occur, e. g. , when two transactions
try to modify the same record within the ledger [29]. According
to HF release documents, the separation of endorsement and
ordering phases of the transaction life-cycle gives HF advantages
in performance and scalability by eliminating the bottlenecks
which may occur when these two phases are executed on the
same node [30]. As orderer nodes are an integral part of the MC
and execute-order-validate transaction life-cycle, the entity that
operates them can filter, delay, or deny any transactions issued
within the blockchain. In addition, the blockchain operation can
be disrupted by the shut-down, i. e. , due to the DoS attack, of
the orderer nodes. We assume that the regulator, being the
governmental body, is not interested in any malicious activity,
instead assuring the validity of all transaction ordering pro-
cesses within the MC. Finally, the regulator assures the network
security of the orderer nodes, providing high availability.

The prosumers act as marketplace customers and utilize MI
to perform P2P energy trade settlement. As far as prosumers do
not act as BO, i. e. , have no peers, they do not benefit directly
from the ledger guarantees and need to trust the energy providers
to endorse and validate trade settlement transactions on their
behalf. The prosumers do not run peers for practical reasons since
peer installation and operation can put an additional financial
burden, i. e. , it may act as a discouraging factor when it comes
to the decision of whether to become a user of the marketplace.
The prosumers have their data records within the blockchain, as
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Table 1
Identified security threats.
Threat Actor Description

ST1 Prosumer Registration of fake virtual kWh without
actual electricity generation (breach of
NR1).

ST2 Prosumer Placement of selling orders with invalid
false generation data (breach of NR2).

ST3 Prosumer Illegitimate obtainment of valid GO by
bypassing the regulator’s checks (breach
of NR3).

ST4 Prosumer Accessing the private transaction data of
other prosumers (breach of NR6).

ST5 Energy Provider Accessing the private data of other
energy providers (breach of NR6).

ST6 Energy Provider Illegitimate production of GO (breach of
NR3).

ST7 Outside Adversary Intercept of traffic and likely tampering
of the data exchanged between
prosumer and MI (May enable ST1, ST2,
ST3, ST4).

well as GOs issued on their generated electricity. They also have
a metering device installed in their households, which monitors
he RES-generated electricity and sends the data to the energy
rovider. It is the responsibility of the energy provider and reg-
lator to make sure that the data on the blockchain matches the
ctual generated electricity reported by the metering device, i. e. ,
ddresses the NR1.

.3. Marketplace security analysis

From a data privacy perspective, prosumer private data, GO,
nd trade transaction details are assets at risk. Here, the MI and
ecentralized blockchain network act as a security scheme that
rotects these assets. In case of a successful attack on this security
cheme, the adversary may configure the marketplace’s functions
o act maliciously and present fake electricity generation data and
elling orders. To have a complete security analysis, an adversary
odel is required to outline the capabilities of the adversaries.
urther, a threat profile is comprised, to identify final security
equirements. This is done next.

.3.1. Adversary model
This study follows a binary approach used in [31] to construct

he adversary model. It divides adversaries into those on the
nside or the outside of the marketplace. Outside adversaries are
ll unauthorized entities that try to breach the marketplace access
ontrol (AC) system. Thus, the protection against outside adver-
aries is directly related to the robustness of the marketplace’s
C system. Inside adversaries are entities with a cryptographic
dentity within a marketplace and can successfully authenticate.
hus, they can access the marketplace functions and try to tamper
ith the prosumer’s personal data, trade order information, and
O generation. We assume that the regulator, as a part of a
overnmental institution that issues GO, always executes only
egitimate actions and does not turn rogue. However, both pro-
umers and energy providers may act as inside adversaries. In
real-world environment, the inside adversaries may differ in

heir skills to breach the marketplace’s security scheme. In this
dversary model, inside adversaries are considered to be regular
sers who do not alter code logic in the security mechanisms but
ather exploit logical flows in the configuration and operation of

he system.

8

Table 2
Threat profile.
Threat S T R I D E

ST1 X X X
ST2 X X
ST3 X X
ST4 X X X
ST5 X X X
ST6 X X
ST7 X X X

Table 3
Security requirements.
Req. Description

SR1 It must be impossible to spoof any type of transaction
that is executed within the marketplace.

SR2 It must be impossible to tamper with any type of
transaction that is executed within the marketplace.

SR3 It must be impossible to repudiate any type of
transaction that is executed within the marketplace.

SR4 No private information disclosure must be possible of
any information to an outsider and to members of the
ledger (only within the specific limits specified by NR5).

SR5 Within the smart contract, functions must be restricted
based on the user role.

SR6 The traffic between the prosumer and MI has to be
encrypted and authenticated, i. e. , protected from
spoofing and tampering.

3.3.2. Threat model
To comprise system security requirements, comprehensive

threat modeling is executed. Here, both inside and outside ad-
versary threats are discussed, and security requirements are
detailed.

The inside adversaries consist of authorized prosumers and
energy providers. The authorized prosumers, when turn rogue,
want to manipulate their marketplace tokens in order to register
fake virtual kWh without actual electricity generation. Further,
adversary prosumer wants to place selling orders with modified
data, i. e. , that are not backed by genuine RES-generated electric-
ity, to be able to sell fake virtual kWh to other marketplace actors,
i. e. , prosumers or energy providers. In order to sell fake virtual
kWh, the prosumer wants to obtain valid GO, bypassing the reg-
ulator’s checks. Finally, adversary prosumer wants to access the
private transaction data of other prosumers to gain knowledge
of their trade history to obtain competitive advantages for future
trade.

Next, the energy provider, being part of the marketplace gov-
ernance system, when turns rogue, wants to access the private
data of other energy providers with the aim to advance in energy
market competition. Further, the energy provider wants to obtain
the ability to produce fake GO with the aim of selling electricity
that comes from a non-renewable source.

An outside adversary may try to intercept the traffic between
the prosumer and MI to tamper with the transmitted data. Fur-
ther, this may enable an outside adversary to operate on the
inside, applying all threats that rogue prosumer poses to the
system. Table 1 provides a condensed description of identified
security threats.

With the system security threats identified, c. f. , Table 1, this
study employs STRIDE approach [32] to compile marketplace’s
threat profile, c. f. , Table 2. In the STRIDE threat profiling approach,
each letter of the word represents a specific threat category that
has a desirable security property against it: Spoofing vs. authenti-
ation, Tampering vs. integrity, Repudiation vs. non-repudiation,
nformation disclosure vs. confidentiality, DoS vs. availability, and
levation of privilege vs. authorization.
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Based on the identified threat profile, a number of security
requirements (SR) are identified in Table 3. Further, the identified
security requirements are mapped to the appropriate counter-
measures provided by the HF and MI.

3.4. Marketplace regulations

The regulatory measures are defined by all BOs who
collaborate within the blockchain-based marketplace. All regula-
tions, including configured policy (governance), identity manage-
ment, data privacy, and trade settlement conditions have to be
defined in the respective places within the blockchain infrastruc-
ture [33] and legal documents which define penalties in case of
non-compliance.13

MC governance is defined in the configuration data structure
stored in the ledger. This configuration defines the organizations
that are part of the MC, i. e. , BOs and orderer nodes. Further, it
also defines the endorsement policies, e. g. , endorsement policy
configuration file (EPCF), which describes the organizations that
have to endorse a transaction for it to be valid. Notably, the
configuration also defines the policies that govern how the con-
figuration is modified. Thus, to become a part of the marketplace,
the newly added BO has to meet the requirements on the number
of peers (minimum one) and enforce the same configuration as
all other BOs across the entire MC. Further, the modification
of the MC configuration follows a process defined by the built-
in SC and uses the policies specified in the current version of
the configuration. In the case of a non-agreed change in the
configuration by any of the BOs, MC does not allow endorsement
of transactions from the BO-violator.

The onboarding procedures have to be standardized by the
regulator and made available for potential marketplace BOs, i. e. ,
energy providers. This should enable the energy providers to
adopt the technologies and processes used by the marketplace.
Further, the energy provider itself takes part in the endorsement
of the policies and BO maintenance, which should minimize the
administrative burden put on the regulator. This addresses the
NR7.

The identity and access management (IAM) [34] is performed
by each individual BO through its respective MSP, i. e. , CA, and
ensures that only authorized prosumers are able to view their
private data and trade their electricity. All identities within HF
are based on X.509 digital certificates [35] and consist of public
and private key pairs. A client CA application running on the
end-user equipment can generate the key pair locally. A digital
certificate for the public key can be generated by submitting a
certificate sign request (CSR) to CA. This way, the private key
never leaves the user premises and cannot be used by CA to
spoof the prosumer. In addition, such an approach contributes
to prosumers’ self-sovereignty, i. e. , they are the only owners of
their private key. Further, since prosumers do not act as a BO,
this opens a possibility for an energy provider to create fake
prosumers on the digital layer of the marketplace and try to use it
with malicious intent, e. g. , register electricity on a fake account
and try to trade it with prosumers of another energy provider.
Here, it is the regulator who ensures that only real prosumers
participate in the marketplace by enforcing the correct mapping
of real people and their RES to the marketplace accounts. This
addresses the NR4.

In order to ensure data privacy, addressing NR5, the PDC
approach was chosen to define all private collections and the

13 Such penalties are defined in the legal agreements signed by all collabo-
ating parties when establishing a marketplace. However, this study does not
nvestigate the legal aspect of the marketplace as it focuses on the operations
xecuted on the digital layer.
9

Fig. 4. Marketplace private data collections (PDCs).

ctors that have access to them. This is done due to the possibility
hat some private data has to be disclosed in order to resolve
he legal dispute between the BOs. With the PDC approach, even
hough the private data is not available for one or several BOs,
hey still store the data hash value and are able to verify its
ntegrity on demand. All PDCs are shown in Fig. 4 and described
elow. Every data collection is denoted as a cylinder with the
espective color. All peers of the marketplace channel have access
o public data collection, i. e. , cylinders with white background,
hich contains all GOs issued by the regulator and all orders

ssued by prosumers. This is done to make GOs available for all
nergy provider peers to conduct energy trade settlements and
ake orders visible for prosumers to fulfill. However, prosumers
an see only their own GO or the ones presented with the elec-
ricity selling order. Further, when energy trade settlement is
xecuted between two prosumers within the marketplace, they
ave it in PDC 1, i. e. , cylinders with a green background. PDC 1
ata is available only to the specific buyer and seller prosumers
nvolved in the transaction, their respective energy providers, and
he regulator. This requires creating PDCs between every two
nergy providers and the regulator within a marketplace, which
ay introduce an operational overhead. However, according to
R5, the trade settlement transaction data privacy has to be
reserved. The prosumers utilize the GO as a guarantee that
sold or bought amount of electricity was, if fact, generated
ith RES. In addition, according to NR5, the rest of the energy
roviders cannot see trade settlement data and save only its
ash value. Next, according to NR5, prosumers’ data is private for
ach energy provider. However, in order to guarantee the correct
apping between the virtual kWh and real generated electricity,

he regulator has to have access to prosumers’ marketplace data,
. e. , issue the GO only for certified RESs and metering devices. The
DC 2 and PDC 3, i. e. , cylinders with a blue background, contain
he data about prosumers’ batteries and RES installed within the
nergy provider’s grid. Here, Energy Provider B saves only PDC 2
ash value since the data about prosumers and batteries of Energy
rovider A is private. In the same manner, Energy Provider A saves
nly PDC 3 Hash value. Finally, the regulator has access to both
DC 2 and PDC 3. This PDC definition, together with prosumer
ata read restricted only to his/her own data, addresses the SR4.
Finally, the trade settlement process is defined within the SC.

he SC management and deployment life-cycle have a number of
efined operations that have to be executed by all BOs to be able
o invoke any of SC’s functions, c. f. , Fig. 5. First, all BOs have to
efine and package the SC on their premise, i. e. , on the machine
hich has access to the HF tools. Further, each BO has to install
nd approve the newly compiled SC on their peers. Next, the
pproved SC has to be committed and instantiated on peers, i. e. ,
C docker container is started and available for execution. After
hese operations are performed, the prosumers can invoke the SC
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Fig. 5. Hyperledger Fabric smart contract deployment life-cycle.

contract functions through MI on their respective BOs’ peers. This
addresses parts of the NR7.

The blockchain-based marketplace works as a decentralized
ystem where data privacy, identity management, and system
overnance are not located in a single central location. Thus,
ttacks aimed at spoofing the execution of transactions with tam-
ered data require gaining access to all blockchain participants to
erform a full endorse-order-validate chain of operations, which
s unlikely. This addresses SR1 and SR2. However, if the aim is
o spoof the identity of peer nodes, an improperly implemented
I may become the most vulnerable point of the system, opening
pportunities for adversaries to seek ways to execute transactions
ith tampered data.

.4.1. Data regulations compliance
To have the right to operate within certain economic regions,

. g. , EU, USA, the marketplace must comply with the data pro-
ection and regulation documents. The General Data Protection
f Regulation (GDPR) [36] gives a comprehensive definition of the
ystem’s obligations towards the customers’ private data process-
ng. In addition, it is enforced within the European Union, where
2018/2001 is established and used in this study to identify the
equirements for GOs. According to Article 17 of GDPR ‘‘the data
ubject shall have the right to obtain from the data controller the
rasure of personal data concerning him or her without undue delay,
nd the controller shall have an obligation to erase personal data
ithout undue delay...’’. This forces any system acting within the
U to erase the user data when requested. In HF, it is impossible
ince the ledger is immutable. Thus, the only way to make the
F-based system GDPR compliant is to store no personally iden-
ifiable information (PII) [37] within the ledger. Consequently, it
equires all PII that the system needs for the operation to be
tored in a conventional database, e. g. , MySQL.14 Further, the PII
n the conventional database can be linked with the records in
F by storing identifiers of ledger data records. The protection of
he conventional database is provided by the respective energy
rovider that stores prosumer PII. Thus, the security of such a
atabase is directly related to the AC mechanisms enforced by
he energy provider.

14 https://www.mysql.com/
10
3.5. Marketplace execution guarantees

In HF, the exact guarantees that are provided depend on
the configuration of the ledger network. Regarding the SC ex-
ecution, it is possible to specify which organizations need to
verify and sign every execution, i. e. , the EPCF. Requiring more
signatures provides stronger execution guarantees but creates
additional execution overhead. A balanced configuration needs
to be found, depending not only on the technology but also on
the relations between the blockchain participants. In practice,
all the participants should be confident that it is unlikely that
enough misbehaving parties can collude to hijack and fulfill the
endorsing policy in a malicious way. If a misbehaving coalition of
BOs were to be able to fulfill the endorsing policy, they would
be able to execute transactions without following the SC. And
while this would leave irrefutable proofs in the ledger, detecting
them would be a tedious manual process. Going further, from
the perspective of prosumers, which are not BOs, i. e. , they do
not operate a peer, they need confidence that there is at least
one trusted BO. Indeed, without direct access to the ledger, they
need to rely on such a TTP to even just read the SC definition
and endorsing policy. Further, if all the blockchain participants
are colluding, nothing prevents them from altering the SC or even
rewriting the entire ledger history. This is not a problem caused
by our system design, but rather a problem shared by all types of
private blockchains.

Next, guaranteeing that the virtual energy in the market-
place matches the energy in the distribution network cannot be
handled by the blockchain alone. The blockchain itself is inca-
pable of verifying the veracity of the data regarding the energy
consumption or generation in the distribution network: this is
the oracle problem [38]. What the blockchain can provide is
auditability and data provenance, making sure that every virtual
kWh recorded as produced or consumed in the blockchain can be
traced back to the organization at the origin of the transaction.
In case of misbehavior, this creates irrefutable evidence in the
ledger, allowing the identification of the guilty party and handling
the incident following the legal agreements established outside
of the blockchain. Ultimately the energy provider is the entity
with guaranteed real-time access to the correct information and,
as a result, must be trusted. However, this could also be enhanced
through technical means, e. g. , certified meters, as well as through
regular independent validation of the data against the records in
the ledger. Additionally, another guarantee that the blockchain
can provide is that once the generated energy is recorded in the
ledger, the SC ensures that it is correctly processed, e. g. , not
duplicated or consumed twice.

Finally, the blockchain makes it impossible to manipulate the
transactions submitted to the marketplace. In our implemen-
tation, this is not completely straightforward because the pro-
sumers are not operating a peer or even interacting directly with
the peer using the ledger protocols. Instead, they rely on the
MI, c. f. , Fig. 3. As a result, in order to completely prevent the
MI from tampering with the received transactions, it is required
that the prosumers sign themselves the transaction that will be
recorded in the ledger, and with a key that was never disclosed
to the MI. Furthermore, because the energy providers control
the generation of identity information for the prosumers, they
can technically create fake prosumers and subsequently fake
trade orders, potentially manipulating the market price. Fraud
suspicions could be handled by relying solely on the auditability
provided by the blockchain to collect non-repudiable evidence
of the misbehavior and prosecute the perpetrator outside of the
blockchain. Alternatively, the process for issuance of prosumer
identity information can be delegated to an external Credential
Service Provider as proposed by NIST 800-63-3.15

15 https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/

https://www.mysql.com/
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/
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. Marketplace implementation

Both system design and HF’s (version 2.1) technological char-
cteristics are implemented to address all defined marketplace
unctional and non-functional requirements from Section 2. In ad-
ition, the security requirements defined in Table 3 are addressed
ithin a marketplace SC and MI implementations. HF version 2.1
as the most recent version at the time of writing and based on
he changelog, the findings here should still apply to the latest
ersion 2.4.

.1. Blockchain data structure

In HF, all assets, i. e. , data records, are represented as <key,
alue> pairs. Key acts as a unique data identifier and must not

repeat within a blockchain channel ledger. Value contains data
ssociated with a specific key and contains all fields that the
ata record consists of. Further, value part may be represented
n binary or JSON formats.

A new data structure was developed for the marketplace SC
unctions implementation. It is based on the concept of data
eparation to preserve data privacy and allow PDC correct oper-
tion. The improper SC function development may result in PDC
ata leakage [27]. Thus, an improperly defined blockchain data
tructure may affect SC function execution routines, where PDC
eakage may occur.

The prosumer is represented within a marketplace with sev-
ral logically connected data records that define entities associ-
ted with electricity generation and trade, i. e. , prosumer, wallet,
es, and aggregator (if the prosumer owns a battery) data records.

Table 4
Prosumer blockchain data record.
Field name Type Description

ID String Prosumer’s unique identifier
Electricity Double Amount of prosumer generated electricity (kWh)
WalletID String Prosumer’s Wallet identifier
AggregatorID String Prosumer’s Aggregator identifier
EnergyProviderID String Prosumer’s Energy Provider identifier
RegulatorID String Prosumer’s Regulator identifier

4.1.1. Prosumer blockchain data record
Main prosumer record is described in Table 4. It is private for

he prosumer, the respective energy provider, and the regulator,
. f. , PDC2 or PDC3 in Fig. 4. This record contains prosumer unique
D, which is generated by the marketplace SC when he/she joins
marketplace. The ID represents the key in <key, value> pair. It

s also random, and non of the prosumer’s personal information
ay be used for its generation (which also applies to any ID field
ithin the marketplace). Further, the prosumer record contains
enerated Electricity, which is updated by the energy provider and
egulator based on the data from the prosumer’s metering device.
n addition, the WalletID field connects the prosumer record to a
articular wallet within the marketplace. Further, the prosumer
ecord contains AggregatorID, which links generated electricity to
particular battery record within the marketplace. The prosumer
ecord also contains the EnergyProviderID, which establishes the
ink with a specific energy provider and is used during automatic
lectricity-selling transactions. Finally, the RegulatorID establishes
link between the prosumer and the regulator, which issues GOs
n generated electricity.
The prosumer record intentionally does not contain any PII

o comply with data regulation documents, e. g. , GDPR. All PII
eeded for legal purposes can be saved in the conventional DB.
urther, the record in conventional DB can contain an ID from the
rosumer blockchain record, establishing a link between PII and
on-PII saved in the ledger. If a prosumer leaves the marketplace,
11
the PII record can be deleted from the conventional database,
i. e. , breaking the link between a real person and a blockchain
record. Further, the records in the blockchain can also be marked
as deleted. However, the history of deleted records will remain
available for reading by the BOs with access to the respective PDC.

Table 5
Wallet blockchain data record.
Field name Type Description

ID String Wallet’s unique identifier
Currency Double Amount of fiat currency, e. g. , USD, EUR
Electricity Double Amount of prosumer bought electricity (kWh)

4.1.2. Wallet blockchain data record
The wallet blockchain data record is described in Table 5. It

contains the Currency field, i. e. , the amount of fiat currency a
prosumer has at his/her disposal. It is used during energy trade
settlement execution. In addition, the wallet record contains Elec-
tricity field, which shows the amount of bought electricity. The
wallet record Electricity and the prosumer record Electricity fields
are separated to ensure that the bought electricity is not resold
twice. Every prosumer must have only one wallet record attached
to it. The wallet record is private to the prosumer, the respective
energy provider, and the regulator, c. f. , PDC2 or PDC3 in Fig. 4.
However, due to HF’s PDC design, during transaction execution,
the buyer and seller wallets are visible to BO peers who execute a
transaction to conduct trade settlement in a trusted manner. This
is a necessary measure for the selling prosumer to ensure that the
buyer has enough currency in his/her wallet.

Table 6
RES blockchain data record.
Field name Type Description

ID String RES unique identifier
OwnerID String RES owner identifier
RegulatorID String RES certifier regulator identifier
IsCertified Boolean True if the regulator certified the RES

4.1.3. RES blockchain data record
The RES blockchain data record is described in Table 6. It is

private to the prosumer and the respective energy provider, c. f. ,
PDC2 or PDC3 in Fig. 4. The RES record contains the OwnerID field,
which links the RES to a prosumer record within the blockchain.
Further, the RES record contains the RegulatorID, which links the
RES to its certifier regulator. Finally, the IsCertified field is set True
f RES is certified by the regulator. In the marketplace digital layer,
he RES data record is represented by the combination of RES and
metering device in the physical layer. The regulator must certify
he RES and metering device for them to be connected to the
nergy grid. Thus, after the certification process, the regulator and
he energy provider produce and register a certificate document.
s far as such certificate contains private data, due to regulations,
. g. , GDPR, it cannot be saved on the immutable ledger. Thus,
uch a certificate is saved in the conventional DB and contains
he RES blockchain data record ID.

Table 7
Aggregator (Battery) blockchain data record.
Field name Type Description

ID String Aggregator unique identifier
OwnerID String Battery owner identifier
StoredElectricity Double Electricity currently stored by an Aggregator
MaximumCapacity Double Maximum amount of stored electricity

4.1.4. Aggregator (battery) blockchain data record
The aggregator (battery) blockchain data record is described

in Table 7. It contains OwnerID field, which links it to the pro-
sumer or energy provider who owns the aggregator. Further, the
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ggregator data record contains StoredElectricity and Maximum-
apacity fields. The StoredElectricity field contains the number of
rosumer-generated kWh of electricity stored in the aggrega-
or. The MaximumCapacity field describes the maximum possible
ggregator capacity. The difference between these two fields,
. e. , MaximumCapacity - StoredElectricity, reflects the aggregator’s
vailable capacity.

Table 8
Energy provider blockchain data record.
Field name Type Description

ID String Energy Provider unique identifier
Description String Energy Provider description
EnergyPrice Double Energy Provider price for automatic selling, (per kWh)

4.1.5. Energy provider blockchain data record
The energy provider blockchain data record is described in

able 8. It contains a Decription of the energy provider, e. g. ,
he data about the peers. This field may contain any descriptive
nformation apart from PII. Further, the EnergyPrice field defined
he price per kWh of automatically sold electricity. The energy
rovider may update this field based on the electricity demand
uring the day. However, the EnergyPrice field is verified by the
egulator to prevent the energy provider’s price undercutting.

Table 9
Regulator blockchain data record.
Field name Type Description

ID String Regulator unique identifier
Description String Regulator description
PriceLimit Double Upper price limit for electricity trade, (per kWh)

4.1.6. Regulator blockchain data record
The regulator blockchain data record is described in Table 9.

ike the energy provider, this data record contains Description
ield, where data about the country or regulated geographical
rea is saved. This field also must not contain any PII. Further,
t contains PriceLimit field, which describes the upper price limit
or the electricity selling per kWh. This is the regulatory measure
o prevent electricity overpricing by the prosumers-sellers.

Table 10
GO blockchain data record.
Field name Type Description

ID String GO unique identifier
OwnerID String GO owner ID
RegulatorID String Issuer of GO
RESID String Certified RES generator of electricity
ElectricityAmount Double Amount of GO certified electricity (kWh)
IsConsumed Boolean Set True when electricity is sold

4.1.7. GO blockchain data record
GO is a significant asset for an energy marketplace. The en-

rgy trade is impossible without the generated and valid GO.
ts blockchain data record is described in Table 10. The OwnerID
ield contains an identifier of the prosumer who is the owner
f GO. Further, the RegulatorID field contains an identifier of the
egulator, who is the issuer of GO and guarantor of its validity.
ext, the RESID field contains an identifier of the RES used to
enerate the electricity. Such a RES must be certified by the
egulator. Further, ElectricityAmount field contains the amount of
lectricity that is certified by the regulator for further trading.
inally, the isComsumed field is set True when the energy GO was
ssued for is sold.
12
Table 11
Order blockchain data record.
Field name Type Description

ID String Order unique identifier
Type String Order Type (Sell or Buy)
Price Double Electricity Price (For the entire amount sold)
ElectricityAmount Double Amount of electricity (kWh)
GOID String GO unique identifier
SellerWalletID String Seller wallet identifier
BuyerWalletID String Buyer wallet identifier

4.1.8. Order blockchain data record
The order data record is central in the electricity trade transac-

tions. Its blockchain data record is described in Table 11. The Type
field shows what kind of order it is, i. e. , sell or buy. Further, the
Price field contains the entire sum of currency that has to be paid
for this order. In addition, the ElectricityAmount field contains the
umber of kWh traded and delivered to the buyer’s wallet when
he order is fulfilled. Next, the GOID links the GO data record for
he electricity selling order. In the case of buying order, this field
s left empty to be filled by the seller. Finally, the SellerWalletID
nd BuyerWalletID fields contain identifiers of prosumer wallets.

Depending on the type of the order, when it is created, one of
the wallet identifiers is left empty, i. e. , SellerWalletID is empty
for a buy order, and BuyerWalletID is empty for a sell order.
When the order is fulfilled, it is private for prosumers and energy
providers participating in trade settlement. In addition, to verify
the correctness of the transaction and consume the GO, the order
is also visible to the regulator, c. f. , PDC1 in Fig. 4.

4.2. Marketplace smart contract (SC)

The marketplace SC is the main component allowing the P2P
energy trade process automation and orchestration. Each MC par-
ticipant BO has to agree on the SC definition before it is installed
in the channel, i. e. , stored in the ledger. Thus, the SC functions
must be implemented securely, providing needed data privacy.
The marketplace SC is written in GO programming language. In
the GO language, the SC code is complex and may be hard to read
and understand. Thus, this study defines pseudocodes of main SC
functions for increased readability and understanding. To address
SR5, the execution of the SC function is restricted based on the
user role, i. e. , prosumer or BO. Further, certain functions within
the marketplace are restricted to particular BOs, e. g. , only the
regulator BO can issue GOs. The marketplace SC functions and the
implemented AC are discussed next.

4.2.1. Contract level base functions
The HF contract SDK contains a number of base functions

that are used to read and write data assets within the ledger.
First, it is the GetState(key) function, which reads an asset with a
particular id from the public data ledger, c. f. , Fig. 4. Further, the
PutState(key, value) creates or updates the record on the public
data ledger. Next, to read private data saved in the PDC, the
GetPrivateData(collection, key) function is used. In this function,
a collection name has to be provided to read the data from the
correct PDC. In addition, a peer who tries to read the private data
from a particular PDC must have the right to do so according
to the collection level endorsement policy, i. e. , the list of BOs
who can read from PDC. Next, in order to write to PDC, the
PutPrivateData(collection, key, value) function is used.

Ultimately, private data introduces additional constraints for
the execution of the SC. Indeed, only peers with access to a PDC
will be able to execute, and endorse, a transaction reading from
this PDC. Hence, the PDC membership and endorsing policies
need to be crafted in such a way as the endorsement policies
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Algorithm 1 Enroll New Prosumer

1: function EnrollNewProsumer(prosumerId string, energyProviderId string, regulatorId string, aggregatorId string, prosumerPDC
string)

2: walletId← [random] ▷ Generate random wallet ID.

3: wallet ← NewRecord()
4: wallet.Currency← 0
5: wallet.Electricity← 0

6: prosumer ← NewRecord()
7: prosumer.Electricity← 0
8: prosumer.WalletID← walletID
9: prosumer.AggregatorID← aggregatorId

10: prosumer.EnergyProviderID← energyProviderId
11: prosumer.RegulatorID← regulatorId

▷ Saving prosumer records in the energy provider and regulator PDCs, c. f. , PDC2 and PDC3 in Fig. 4.
12: PutPrivateData(prosumerPDC, walletId, wallet)
13: PutPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumerId, prosumer)
Algorithm 2 Register Prosumer Electricity

Require: Prosumer , Energy Provider , RES, Aggregator
1: function RegisterProsumerElectricity(prosumerId string, resId string, amount double, prosumerPDC string)
2: prosumer ← GetPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumerId)
3: res← GetPrivateData(prosumerPDC, resId)
4: if res.OwnerID == prosumerId then
5: if res.IsCertified == True then
6: energyProvider ← GetPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumer.EnergyProviderID)
7: if prosumer.AggregatorID ̸= NULL then
8: aggregator ← GetPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumer.AggregatorID)
9: availableCapacity← aggregator.MaximumCapacity− aggregator.StoredElectricity

10: if amount > availableCapacity then
1: autoSellAmount ← amount − availableCapacity
2: finalSellPrice← autoSellAmount ∗ energyProvider.EnergyPrice
3: AutoSellElectricity(prosumer.WalletId, finalSellPrice, prosumerPDC) ▷ c. f. , Algorithm 3
4: if availableCapacity > 0 then

15: prosumer.Electricity← prosumer.Electricity+ availableCapacity
16: aggregator.StoredElectricity← aggregator.StoredElectricity+ availableCapacity
17: PutPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumerId, prosumer)
18: PutPrivateData(prosumerPDC, aggregatorId, aggregator)
19: else
0: prosumer.Electricity← prosumer.Electricity+ amount
1: aggregator.StoredElectricity← aggregator.StoredElectricity+ amount
2: PutPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumerId, prosumer)
3: PutPrivateData(prosumerPDC, aggregatorId, aggregator)

24: else
5: finalSellPrice← amount ∗ energyProvider.EnergyPrice

26: AutoSellElectricity(prosumer.WalletId, finalSellPrice, prosumerPDC)
27: else
28: return "Prosumer RES is not certified"
29: else
30: return "Prosumer is not owner of the RES"
Algorithm 3 Automatic Electricity Selling to Energy Provider

Require: Prosumer Wallet
1: function AutoSellElectricity(prosumerWalletId string, currency double, prosumerPDC string)
2: prosumerWallet ← GetPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumerWalletId) ▷ Retrieving the seller’s wallet record.
3: prosumerWallet.Currency← prosumerWallet.Currency+ currency
4: PutPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumerWalletId, prosumerWallet) ▷ Saving seller wallet record in the energy provider and regulator

PDC, c. f. , PDC2 or PDC3 in Fig. 4.
be possible to fulfill by the members of the PDC. Different en-
dorsement policies are applied when public or private data are
13
added or updated, requiring certain groups of BOs to endorse
the transaction. Thus, to correctly endorse the transaction where
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Algorithm 4 Issue GO

1: function IssueGO(prosumerId string, regulatorId string, resId string, resOwnerId string, isRESCertified boolean, amount double)
2: if resOwnerId == prosumerId then
3: if isRESCertified == True then
4: go← NewRecord()
5: go.OwnerID← prosumerId
6: go.RegulatorID← regulatorId
7: go.RESID← resId
8: go.ElectricityAmount ← amount
9: go.IsConsumed← False
0: PutState({prosumerId}_{regulatorId}_go[increment], go) ▷ Saving newly issued GO in the Public Data ledger, c. f. , Fig. 4.
1: else

12: return "Prosumer RES is not certified"
13: else
14: return "Prosumer is not owner of the RES"

Regulator Executes CompleteGO(prosumerId, amount, prosumerPDC) ▷ c. f. , Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Complete GO

Require: Prosumer
1: function CompleteGO(prosumerId string, amount double, prosumerPDC string)
2: prosumer ← GetPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumerId)
3: prosumer.Electricity← prosumer.Electricity− amount
4: PutPrivateData(prosumerPDC, prosumerId, prosumer) ▷ Saving prosumer record in the energy provider and regulator PDC, c. f. , PDC2

or PDC3 in Fig. 4.
public and private records are modified, the endorser peers need
to be communicated some values from the private data as part
as the transaction input, even if they are not members of the
PDC [27].

The data asset on the ledger or PDC can also be marked
s deleted, i. e. , the history of the asset remains on the im-

mutable ledger, but the record itself cannot be used in transac-
tions. The DeleteState(key) function is used for public data and the
DeletePrivateData(collection, key) is used for private data.

By design, the input parameters of the transaction proposal
are visible to peers who endorse the transaction. Thus, all input
parameters of the transaction where private data is manipulated
are stored in the Transient storage within our marketplace SC
functions. Transient storage is not included in the transaction
proposal and is used to hide the input parameters from peers who
are not members of the PDC.

4.2.2. Marketplace actors registration
Within the marketplace, the regulator takes responsibility for

the creation of a range of data records and their updating. The
peers of regulator BO create the regulator, RES, and aggrega-
tor data records. The regulator data record is created with the
governmentally regulated upper energy sell price limit saved in
PriceLimit field. This field is saved in the public data ledger and
can be updated only by the regulator BOs. Further, the regulator
creates RES records within the marketplace. The IsCertified field
signifies whether the RES is certified by the regulator. This field
also serves as a regulatory mechanism to restrict prosumer ac-
tions within the marketplace in case of RES manipulation. In such
a case, the regulator revokes the certificate and changes IsCertified
value to False until the dispute is resolved. Thus, the prosumer
is not further able to generate new GOs and automatically sell
electricity to the energy provider. The RES record identifier is con-
structed as a concatenation of a RegulatorID field, a ‘‘res’’ string,
and an integer, which is incremented each time a new record is
created. Next, to address the FR4, the aggregator record is created
for the certified equipment only, and the regulator guarantees the
14
matching between the real-world equipment serviceability and
correctness of blockchain records. If the aggregator is degraded
and cannot be used anymore by the marketplace prosumers, its
record can be marked as deleted, i. e. , all prosumers who were
connected to it must subscribe to another one. Both RES and
aggregator records have their owner identifiers attached to them
to conduct validation of ownership during SC functions execution.
The aggregator record identifier is constructed as a concatenation
of a RegulatorID field, an ‘‘aggregator’’ string, and an integer,
which is incremented each time a new record is created. Both
RES and aggregator records are saved in the energy provider and
regulator PDC, c. f. , PDC2 or PDC3 in Fig. 4.

The energy provider creates its data record within the PDC,
which it shares with the regulator. The energy provider record is
created with the predefined market electricity price saved in the
EnergyPrice field. This field is updated by the energy provider and
monitored by the regulator to prevent electricity price deregula-
tion.

4.2.3. Enroll new prosumer
When the new prosumer is registered in the marketplace by

the MSP of his/her BO, new blockchain data records must be
created, i. e. , prosumer and wallet. First, the MI generates a new
prosumer record identifier as a unique value and stores it in the
prosumer’s X.509 public certificate. During every interaction with
the MI, the identifier stored in the corresponding X.509 public
certificate is used for SC transaction proposal submission. The
process of new prosumer enrollment is shown in Algorithm 1.
This process can be executed only by the energy provider and
regulator BOs of the prosumer. During the prosumer enrollment
process, the wallet record, an integral part of the prosumer, is
also created. Its unique identifier is generated randomly since it is
linked with the main prosumer record through the WalletID field.
The enrollment process is completed by saving the prosumer
and wallet in the energy provider and regulator PDC, c. f. , PDC2
or PDC3 in Fig. 4. Finally, the energy provider assigns a newly
created prosumer ID to the RES record, which was certified and

created by the regulator.
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Algorithm 6 Create Sell Electricity Order

Require: GO, Regulator
1: function CreateSellElectricityOrder(sellerWalletId string, goId string, price double, amount double)
2: go← GetState(goId) ▷ Retrieving the GO record.
3: regulator ← GetState(go.RegulatorId) ▷ Retrieving the regulator record.
4: if go.ElectricityAmount == amount then
5: if price ≤ (amount ∗ regulator.PriceLimit) then
6: order ← NewRecord()
7: order.Type← "Sell"
8: order.Price← price
9: order.ElectricityAmount ← amount

10: order.GOID← goId
11: order.SellerWalletID← sellerWalletId
12: PutState({sellerWalletId}_order[increment], order) ▷ Saving new order in the Public Data ledger, c. f. , Fig. 4.
13: else
14: return "Incorrect selling price"
15: else
16: return "Insufficient GO electricity amount"
Algorithm 7 Create Buy Electricity Order

1: function CreateBuyElectricityOrder(buyerWalletId string, price double, amount double)
2: order ← NewRecord()
3: order.Type← "Buy"
4: order.Price← price
5: order.ElectricityAmount ← amount
6: order.BuyerWalletId← buyerWalletId
7: PutState({buyerWalletId}_order[increment], order) ▷ Saving new order in the Public Data ledger, c. f. , Fig. 4.
d
w
p
o

4.2.4. Register prosumer electricity
To address the FR1, the electricity generated by the RES is reg-

stered in the prosumer data record, i. e. , Electricity field. It is the
esponsibility of the regulator to certify the RES and enable gener-
ted electricity registration. Further, the generated electricity has
o be stored in the aggregator in case it has available capacity. The
rocess of registering prosumer-generated electricity is shown in
lgorithm 2. This process can be executed only by the energy
rovider or the regulator BOs of the prosumer. The generator
ES has to be certified and owned by the prosumer. Further, the
rosumer has to have an aggregator assigned to it. If all conditions
re met, the aggregator’s available capacity is checked. If it can
tore the entire amount of generated electricity, both prosumer’s
lectricity and aggregator’s StoredElectricity are updated and saved
n the energy provider and regulator PDC, c. f. , PDC2 or PDC3 in
ig. 4. If only a portion of electricity can be stored, the rest is
utomatically sold to the energy provider at a predefined market
rice, i. e. , EnergyPrice field in Table 8. This addresses the FR2. The
rocess of automatic energy selling is shown in Algorithm 3.

.2.5. Issue GO
To address the FR3 and NR3 the IssueGO function is defined,

. f. , Algorithm 4. The GO is issued solely by the regulator BO
ithin the marketplace. It plays a central role in the electricity
rade process, i. e. , without valid GO the prosumer cannot sell
lectricity. Thus, RES ownership by the prosumer and valid cer-
ification is checked during GO generation. The GO generation
rocess consists of two stages to separate public and private data
rocessing. In the first stage, the GO record is created on a given
mount of electricity and saved in the public data ledger. This
rocess is executed only by the regulator BO. It contains the
dentifiers of the regulator that issued the GO, the RES that gen-
rated the electricity, and the prosumer-owner. The GO identifier
s constructed as a concatenation of a prosumerId and regulatorId
ields, ‘‘go’’ string, and an integer, which is incremented each time

new record is created. In the second stage, the GO amount of

15
electricity is subtracted from the prosumer account and saved in
the respective PDC, c. f. , Algorithm 5. This process can be executed
only by the regulator.

4.2.6. Electricity trade order creation
To address the FR2, the electricity order creation functions are

efined. The electricity order enables the P2P trade settlement
ithin the marketplace. When posted, all orders are saved in the
ublic data ledger. Depending on the type of the order, i. e. , buy
r sell, certain security checks are executed. For sell order, the

valid GO has to be presented. The prosumer has to be the owner
of GO, and the electricity amount of the order should match the
one in GO. Further, the price of this order should not exceed the
one established by the prosumer’s regulator, c. f. , Algorithm 6. For
buy order, the buyer currency value has to be greater or equal to
the order price c. f. , Algorithm 7. Finally, in both order types, the
identifier is generated as a concatenation of the issuer prosumer
wallet id, ‘‘order’’ string, and an integer, which is incremented
each time a new record is created.

4.2.7. Electricity trade
When an electricity sell or buy order is saved on the ledger,

prosumers may fulfill this order by utilizing SellElectricity or Buy-
Electricity SC functions, c. f. , Algorithms 8 and 9. The trade set-
tlement operation execution has two stages. In the first stage,
either sell or buy settlements are executed. Both types of trade
settlements work only with prosumer wallets, and during the
transaction, the participant BOs peers can see both prosumer
wallets. The wallet is a necessary partial private data disclosure to
assure the selling side that the buyer has enough currency to pur-
chase the electricity. The SellElectricity function takes a buy order
that was posted by a prosumer-buyer, c. f. , Algorithm 8. Since the
seller brings a new GO into the order, its validity is checked, i. e. ,
ownership, consumption, and electricity amount fields. Further,
the buyer’s currency is checked to be greater or equal to the
order price. The BuyElectricity function takes a sell order with a
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Algorithm 8 Fulfill Buy Electricity Order

Require: Order (Type = Buy), GO, Seller Wallet , Buyer Wallet
1: function SellElectricity(orderId string, goId string, buyerRegulatorID string, sellerId string, sellerWalletID string, sellerPDC string,

buyerPDC string, tradePDC string)
2: order ← GetState(orderId) ▷ Retrieving the buying order record.
3: go← GetState(goId) ▷ Retrieving the record of GO proposed by seller.
4: regulator ← GetState(buyerRegulatorID) ▷ Retrieving the buyer regulator record.
5: sellerWallet ← GetPrivateData(sellerPDC, sellerWalletId) ▷ Retrieving the seller wallet record.
6: buyerWallet ← GetPrivateData(buyerPDC, order.BuyerWalletID) ▷ Retrieving the buyer wallet record.
7: if go.OwnerID == sellerId & go.IsConsumed == False then
8: if go.ElectricityAmount == order.ElectricityAmount then
9: if buyerWallet.Currency ≥ order.Price then

10: order.SellerWalletID← sellerWalletID
11: order.GOID← goId
12: sellerWallet.Currency← sellerWallet.Currency+ order.Price
3: buyerWallet.Currency← buyerWallet.Currency− order.Price

14: buyerWallet.Electricity← buyerWallet.Electricity+ order.ElectricityAmount
5: PutPrivateData(tradePDC, orderId, order) ▷ Saving order in PDC1, c. f. , Fig. 4.

16: PutPrivateData(sellerPDC, sellerWalletId, sellerWallet)
17: PutPrivateData(buyerPDC, order.BuyerWalletID, buyerWallet) ▷ Save wallets in the energy provider and regulator PDCs,

c. f. , PDC2 and PDC3 in Fig. 4.
18: else
9: return "Insufficient buyer currency"

20: else
21: return "Insufficient electricity amount"
22: else
23: return "Invalid GO"

Regulator executes FinalizeOrder(orderId, goId) ▷ c. f. , Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 9 Fulfill Sell Electricity Order

Require: Order (Type = Sell), GO, Buyer Wallet , Seller Wallet
1: function BuyElectricity(orderId string, buyerWalletId string, buyerPDC string, sellerPDC string, tradePDC string)
2: order ← GetState(orderId) ▷ Retrieving the selling order record.
3: go← GetState(order.GOID) ▷ Retrieving the record of GO attached to the selling order.
4: buyerWallet ← GetPrivateData(buyerPDC, buyerWalletId) ▷ Retrieving the buyer wallet record.
5: sellerWallet ← GetPrivateData(sellerPDC, order.SellerWalletID) ▷ Retrieving the seller wallet record.
6: if buyerWallet.Currency ≥ order.Price then
7: if go.IsConsumed == False then
8: order.BuyerWalletID← buyerWalletId
9: sellerWallet.Currency← sellerWallet.Currency+ order.Price
0: buyerWallet.Currency← buyerWallet.Currency− order.Price
1: buyerWallet.Electricity← buyerWallet.Electricity+ order.ElectricityAmount
2: PutPrivateData(tradePDC, orderId, order) ▷ Saving order in PDC1, c. f. , Fig. 4.
3: PutPrivateData(buyerPDC, buyerWalletId, buyerWallet)
4: PutPrivateData(sellerPDC, order.SellerWalletID, sellerWallet) ▷ Saving wallets in the energy provider and regulator PDCs, c. f. ,

PDC2 and PDC3 in Fig. 4.
5: else

16: return "Invalid GO attached to order"
17: else
18: return "Insufficient buyer currency"

Regulator Executes FinalizeOrder(orderId, goId) ▷ c. f. , Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10 Finalize Order

Require: GO, Order
1: function FinalizeOrder(orderId string, goId string)
2: order ← GetState(orderId) ▷ Retrieving the order record to delete.
3: go← GetState(goId) ▷ Retrieving the GO record to consume.
4: go.IsConsumed← True ▷ Mark GO as consumed.
5: PutState(goId, go) ▷ Saving consumed GO in the Public Data ledger, c. f. , Fig. 4.
6: DeleteState(orderId) ▷ Deleting fulfilled order.
16
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O attached to it, c. f. , Algorithm 9. Thus, the algorithm checks
f the GO is consumed and if the buyer has enough currency in
he wallet. Further, in both cases, the buyer currency is decreased
y the order price and increased by the electricity amount. The
uyer can only consume the bought electricity, i. e. , cannot resell
t. The seller currency is increased, and both wallets are saved
n the respective PDC, c. f. , PDC2 or PDC3 in Fig. 4. Finally, the
rder record is saved in the energy providers and regulator PDC,
. f. , PDC1 in Fig. 4. In the second stage the FinalizeOrder function
is executed, c. f. , Algorithm 10. First, this function takes the GO,
sets its IsConsumed value to True, and saves it in the public ledger.
Further, it marks the fulfilled order as deleted, i. e. , it does not
appear in the pool of orders for prosumers. This addresses the
FR1 and NR2.

4.3. Marketplace interface implementation

The MI is implemented with Node.js version 10.13. It contains
the necessary functionality required to communicate with the
SC functions described in Section 4.2. As the focus of this work
is the investigation of the marketplace SC performance, the MI
implementation is kept simple, assuming that this component is
trusted and uncompromised, i. e. , contains no critical software de-
fects [39] compromising the entire marketplace. To address SR6,
he communication with MI is encrypted using the public key
nfrastructure supported by the HF’s CA. Within the MI discussed
n this study, the following operations have been identified:

.3.1. Registration
The prosumer uses MI to request registration in the market-

lace. First, the prosumer sends a request to MI where his/her
ES identifier may be included if present, i. e. , RES can be reg-
stered and assigned to the prosumer after registration. MI uses
lectronic identification (eID), e. g. , eIDAS, which is tied to the
rosumer’s physical identity to confirm activation of enrollment
ction. Upon confirmation, a nonce (number to be used just once)
s returned over the eID application. The received nonce is used
n the CA application on the prosumer’s device. First, the CA
pplication generates a public and private key pair. Further, the
A application encloses the public key in the CSR, which is sent to
I, along with the nonce. This way, MI can be confident that the
ignature request comes from a legitimate prosumer. MI signs the
SR and returns the digital certificate to the client CA application.
ext, MI generates a new prosumer record identifier as a unique
alue and stores it in the prosumer’s public certificate. Finally,
he CA signs the certificate, and it is sent back to the prosumer.
urther, the MI triggers the enroll user algorithm on the peer of
he energy provider BO, c. f. , Algorithm 1.

4.3.2. Personal data read
To check the generated electricity balance, the prosumer first

needs to authenticate towards the MI. This is done using the
X.509 certificate that was generated during the prosumer regis-
tration. In order to authenticate, prosumers must provide proof of
private key ownership. The MI sends a cryptographic challenge,
e. g. , a blob of data, which the prosumer has to encrypt with the
private key. The MI decrypts the received back cyphertext with
the public key stored in the X.509 certificate. The prosumer is
authenticated if decrypted data and challenges match. If true, the
prosumer data record identifier is read from the X.509 certificate
and relayed to a peer to execute a read query. The prosumer can
read its data, wallet values, owned res, aggregators, personally

created orders, and owned GOs.

17
4.3.3. Electricity trade
Prior to trade settlement execution, the issuer has to submit

the order to the ledger where the amount of electricity to buy or
sell is specified. The prosumer that fulfills the order authenticates
towards the MI and triggers the trade settlement SC function
on the energy provider BO peer. After all the necessary verifica-
tions, the buyer transfers the agreed amount of currency to the
seller’s account and gains the electricity. Finally, the transaction
is submitted to the orderer, where it is put into a block and then
submitted to all peers to be saved in the ledger.

4.3.4. Metering device data registration
In a real-world scenario, the digital layer of the marketplace

is connected to an energy grid and receives the data from me-
tering devices that measure generated electricity in households.
Such metering devices register the generated electricity and send
it to the energy provider periodically. According to the energy
provider involved in our study, this happens every 10 min, but
the system is prepared for second or subsecond frequency. Such
metering device updates have to be stored securely in order to be
used in electricity trade transactions within the blockchain-based
marketplace. In our implementation, we emulate the energy grid
with the orchestrator node, c. f. , Fig. 6. An orchestrator emulates
rosumers’ metering devices by registering a certain amount of
Wh to user accounts on a ledger per a certain period of time
depending on the configuration).

In addition, the orchestrator is used as a measurement tool.
t calculates the number of trade settlements executed in the
arketplace per second, as well as the number of concurrent
arket users. Such performance evaluation is discussed in the
ext section.

. Performance evaluation

In order to investigate the performance of blockchain-based
nfrastructure, a number of quantitative characteristics of an im-
lemented marketplace were evaluated, e. g. , transaction through-

put and latency. The performance evaluation was conducted on a
distributed computing infrastructure instantiated in the Microsoft
Azure.16 The performance evaluation was run on the marketplace
SC and concentrated on electricity trade settlement transactions
as they require the most computations and are the largest in
terms of disk space. The marketplace test implementation struc-
ture is depicted in Fig. 6. The test implementation is deployed
on four virtual machines (VMs) where each VM size is 16 vCPUs,
64 GB RAM, and 256 GB high throughput (150 MB/s) disk space.
Energy providers A and B run VM1 and VM2 respectively. The
regulator runs VM3 and VM4, i. e. , acts as a BO and orderer nodes
operator. All VMs are connected with a 10 Gbit/s network inter-
face. In our experimental implementation, we use Hyperledger
Fabric (HF) version 2.1 without any modifications to the core
code. As a state DB, we use LevelDB17 due to its performance
advantage [40]. All nodes within the infrastructure are deployed
as docker containers.

5.1. Data gathering techniques

In order to collect reliable and correct performance evaluation
data, specialized and certified data-gathering techniques have to
be applied. In this evaluation, the process of data gathering is
executed with two software tools, c. f. , Metrics Observer in Fig. 6.

16 https://azure.microsoft.com
17 https://dbdb.io/db/leveldb

https://azure.microsoft.com
https://dbdb.io/db/leveldb
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Fig. 6. Implemented P2P Blockchain-based Energy Marketplace.
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First, the Prometheus18 real-time metrics database is used as
he main blockchain operation data collector. It is an open-source
ystem monitoring and alerting toolkit originally built at Sound-
loud. It is connected directly to the HF’s peer and orderer nodes
nd collects real-time data on numerous HF characteristics, e. g. ,
number of generated blocks or the number of successful/failed
ransactions per unit of time.

Second, the Grafana19 software is used as a data presentation
ool. It enables the composition of rich dashboards, where data
s presented in a comprehensive manner, and allows exporting
f the processed data into an in-depth report. The Prometheus
s plugged into Grafana as a data source and feeds the data to a
ashboard.
Together, Prometheus and Grafana give a comprehensive over

iew of the blockchain network operation data. They also enable
comparison of the historical data that has been collected over

ime from different HF configurations and marketplace endorse-
ent policies.

.2. Transaction load generator

In order to test the throughput limits of the implemented
arketplace, the constant number of transactions sent to the
lockchain has to be maintained. In this case, multiple requests
ave to be sent to the marketplace simultaneously. Thus, the Hy-
erledger Caliper20 (HC) performance evaluation tool was used,
or transaction load generation. HC was developed by the Hyper-
edger Foundation to measure the performance of a blockchain
mplementation with a set of predefined use cases. It allows to
arallelize transactions sent to the marketplace, thus, providing a
onsistent load. HC also allows observing such performance met-
ics as transaction throughput, latency, and resource consumption
CPU, Memory, Network). However, HC is limited in comparison
o Prometheus and Grafana in terms of specific variables that
etail the throughput of all transaction life-cycle phases, i. e. ,
ndorse-order-validate, and ledger blocks-related information. In
ig. 6, the HC is part of the Orchestrator Node which is a separate
M. HC bypasses the MI, hence the MI was not part of the load
esting.

18 https://prometheus.io/docs/introduction/overview/
19 https://grafana.com/
20 https://hyperledger.github.io/caliper/
 r

18
5.3. Configured policy

In HF, an EPCF specifies a set of peer nodes that must execute
and endorse each transaction in the network in order for it to
be considered valid. In our setup, the EPCF requires one peer
per energy provider and regulator to endorse and validate the
trade settlement. In this way, the system ensures that both energy
providers and the regulator replicate the transaction result, verify
the produced data, and save it in the respective PDC, c. f. , PDC1
in Fig. 4. This is done due to the specific assumptions about
the energy marketplace, i. e. , electricity trade transactions must
be regulated by governmental bodies. Thus, strong guarantees
are needed that the transaction data is valid and have not been
tampered with. In addition, the configured policy specifies three
orderers, which execute the RAFT consensus protocol. Three or-
derers are the minimum needed amount to execute RAFT, per
the HF developers’ recommendation. Orderer nodes operate in
crash fault-tolerant mode, i. e. , even if one orderer node fails, the
lockchain network can operate normally.

.4. Throughput

The throughput, i. e. , transactions per second (TPS), is an es-
ential characteristic of the blockchain-based marketplace, as far
s it affects the quality of service (QoS) [41] for the prosumers.
oS is aimed to maximize the user experience in terms of re-
ponse time and transaction success rate by addressing through-
ut and scalability issues. In addition, it affects the granularity of
he updates from the metering devices that can be saved on the
lockchain within a certain period of time.
Throughput is calculated as the number of successful trans-

ctions that have been processed by the blockchain network
uring one second. Such successful transactions may end up in
ifferent blocks. During an evaluation, a constant number of TPS
s sent to the marketplace per one 5-min test execution. Then,
he average value of successful TPS is calculated and taken as
final throughput value. During an evaluation, the next fixed

ransaction send rates were chosen: 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200,
00, 400, 500, 600. The transaction send rate step was gradually
ncreased to land on the maximum possible throughput for an
F-based marketplace.
A number of configurable metrics were manipulated within HF

o investigate the throughput. These metrics were selected based
n the performance tests conducted by the HF developers and

esearch studies [42,43]. The first configurable metric, which was

https://prometheus.io/docs/introduction/overview/
https://grafana.com/
https://hyperledger.github.io/caliper/
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Table 12
Performance evaluation parameters configuration.
Parameter Value

Transaction Send Rate (Write) 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400,
500, 600 *(fixed-rate in duration of
5 min)

Block Size (MaxMessageCount) 50, 100, 200, 300, 500

Transaction Send Rate (Read) 10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 650,
800, 1000, 1300, 1600, 1900, 2200
*(fixed-rate in duration of 5 min)

Asset Size 512 B, 1 KB, 2 KB, 4 KB, 8 KB

State Database LevelDB

Storage Type Disk, RAM

Endorsement Nodes 1 per Energy Provider

Orderer Nodes 1, 3, 5, 10

manipulated to investigate the changes in TPS, is the HF block con-
iguration. Such configuration consists of a number of character-
stics that affect the size and timeout of orderer-produced blocks.
irst, it is a BatchTimeout, which specifies the timeout to receive
ncoming transactions that go into one block. Further, it is a batch
izewhich is defined by three components:MaxMessageCount, Ab-
oluteMaxBytes, PreferredMaxBytes. The MaxMessageCount speci-
ies the maximum number of transactions that can go into one
lock. After the transaction limit is reached, even if BatchTime-
ut has not elapsed, the block is finalized and sent to commit-
ing peer. Further, the AbsoluteMaxBytes specifies the maximum
lock size in bytes. Finally, the PreferredMaxBytes specifies the
referred block size in bytes. If a blockchain network processes
ransactions that weigh less than PreferredMaxBytes, then the
lock must never exceed the preferred size. If one large trans-
ction was generated that outweighs the PreferredMaxBytes, the
lock must never weigh more than AbsoluteMaxBytes. In case
he transaction size is larger than AbsoluteMaxBytes, it will be
iscarded.
During performance evaluation, a 1 second BatchTimeout was

hosen. It is an acceptable waiting time, even if not a large
umber of transactions are being processed by the marketplace,
. e. , block does not reach MaxMessageCount before BatchTimeout
lapses. Such timeout also should maintain an optimal QoS, such
s the prosumer has to wait not more than 1 s for the trading
ransaction to be recorded on the ledger (if no other delays are
resent). For the PreferredMaxBytes, a 3 MB size was chosen.
his is done because the trade transaction’s approximate size is
KB. In this way, we can assume that a 3 MB block should host
p to approximately 750 transactions, which is an amount that
xceeds the measured maximum trade settlement throughput.
he AbsoluteMaxBytes was set to 99 MB to make sure that with
uch a 4 KB transaction size, the maximum block size is never
eached, i. e. , no limit in terms of max size is set. In contrast
to the aforementioned block characteristics, which remain static,
the MaxMessageCount, i. e. , block size, was varied throughout
xperiment execution in order to investigate its effect on the TPS.
uring performance evaluation, a large variety of block sizes were
nvestigated. In this study, we demonstrate the results for he next
lock sizes: 50, 100, 200, 300, 500. The reasoning behind these
pecific block sizes is to demonstrate the TPS increase as well
s the maximum possible throughput. The entire performance
valuation parameters configuration is summarized in Table 12.

.4.1. Write - trade settlement execution
In this study, the Algorithm 8 is executed as an SC function

o test maximum write TPS. The Algorithm 8 was chosen as a
oad generator due to having the highest computational com-
lexity out of all defined SC functions. The rest of the defined
19
Fig. 7. Trade settlement transaction throughput.

algorithms are not a part of performance evaluation due to the
lower amount of computations, i. e. , transaction time, needed
in comparison to the investigated sell electricity function, i. e. ,
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Fig. 8. Trade settlement transaction throughput. (Block Size = 500).

lgorithm 8. In order to write to the blockchain ledger, both
ndorsing policy, i. e. , specified in EPCF, and consensus protocol,
. e. , RAFT, must be executed. The performance evaluation results
f write ledger transactions are described in Figs. 7 and 8. As
an be seen from Fig. 8, the maximum number of transactions
s achieved with the block size of 500 (390–400 TPS), which is
pproximately five times more than in blockchain-based appli-
ations built on Ethereum private ledger [44]. For each block
ize, after the throughput limit is reached, the increase in the
ransaction send rate causes a throughput decrease. The through-
ut decrease continues with the increase of the transaction send
ate. Such an effect is caused by the overflow of the transaction
ueue and a considerable increase in transaction latency, c. f. ,
ection 5.5. Furthermore, the queue overflow results in a failure
f a number of transactions due to queue build-up and eventual
ransaction timeout, which affects the throughput result (only
uccessful transactions are counted). The obtained results show
hat the block size has a significant impact on throughput and
as to be tailored to the needs of an application scenario, i. e. ,
epending on transaction size, blockchain network load, and QoS.

Fig. 9. Trade settlement transaction throughput for Disk and RAM storage. (Block
ize = 500).

The tests which are described next were executed with the
lock size of 500 transactions since it shows the best performance
or energy marketplace use-case, i. e. , for the developed smart
ontract operations. In order to identify the ledger write through-
ut bottleneck, the implemented solution has been tested with
RAM-based disk. In this approach, the HF docker containers
ere stored in the RAM disk only. Hence, the latency component
ue to disk I/O is avoided resulting in a higher number of input
perations per second (IOPS). The usage of RAM disk increased
he maximum write throughput by 25% (from 400 to 500) for the
lock size of 500 transactions, c. f. , Fig. 9. Such behavior leads to
20
Fig. 10. Transaction life-cycle phase throughput. (Block Size = 500. Validation
phase is a bottleneck).

the conclusion that the disk IOPS limits the performance of the
HF-based marketplace, representing a considerable performance
bottleneck. However, such limitation is dependent on the hard-
ware setup, which can be regulated by the marketplace channel’s
actors.

Further, in order to identify a bottleneck, the effect of orderer
nodes, i. e. , consensus execution nodes, has been investigated.
In the main experimental setup, there are three orderer nodes,
which are located on a separate VM and execute consensus. In
order to investigate the consensus execution impact, a single
orderer node was used. In this case, the consensus protocol is not
executed as there is only one orderer node that does not have
to agree on a transaction order with others. The decrease to a
single orderer node does not demonstrate any write throughput
increase, indicating that the RAFT consensus execution is not the
performance bottleneck. Furthermore, the increase to 5 orderer
nodes demonstrates HF’s ability to scale and does not affect write
throughput significantly, i. e. , remains at approximately 400 TPS.
However, when the CFT algorithm in RAFT is replaced by BFT, the
consensus may represent a critical performance bottleneck due to
increased complexity and computations [45].

Finally, to investigate the impact of different transaction life-
cycle phases, i. e. , endorse-order-validate, each phase throughput
was measured individually, c. f. , Fig. 10. The results indicate that
the validate phase represents the main and major performance
bottleneck of the entire transaction life-cycle. This indicates that
the queue buildup is concentrated in the validation phase, which
sets the limit for maximum transaction throughput. The endorse-
ment and ordering phases do not show any limitations as their
throughput increases and matches the transaction send rate.

5.4.2. Ledger data read
The performance evaluation results of read transactions per

second (RPS) are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. In order to read from
the ledger, no policy or consensus execution is required. Thus, a
read does not require the same amount of computations as for
write transactions. Hence, it is not the block configuration but
the asset size that affects the RPS. Asset size is the amount of
information in bytes that is read from the ledger according to a
specific query request. Depending on the query, different assets
can be extracted from the ledger. Furthermore, an asset can be
extracted from one or from different transactions. Since query
size can vary, this study evaluates read throughput for default
asset sizes to give the reader an idea on the marketplace’s RPS.
The following asset sizes were tested: 512 B, 1 KB, 2 KB, 4 KB, 8 KB.
The testing query was built such as to read the data from a block
where the data record was modified the last. As can be seen from
Fig. 12, the maximum investigated asset size of 8 KB can be read
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Fig. 11. Read transaction throughput.

rom the ledger with approximately 1112 RPS. Further, smaller
ransactions that result in the 512 B asset size can be read from
he ledger with approximately 1859 RPS, c. f. , Fig. 11(a). After
21
Fig. 12. Read transaction throughput. (Query Size = 8 KB).

the maximum asset read throughput is reached, a further query
send rate increase results in a throughput drop. This happens due
to read queue buildup and subsequent failure of a number of
queries. The obtained data demonstrate that the ledger read is
dependent predominantly on the asset size, network latency, and
speed of the storage solution where HF is deployed. Block size
does not affect ledger read throughput since the consensus and
the endorsement policy are not executed.

5.5. Transaction latency

Transaction latency (TL) is an important characteristic that
affects the QoS and the user experience. TL denotes the time (in
seconds) a transaction needs to go through the entire endorse-
order-validate life-cycle and be recorded in the ledger. In our
performance evaluation, the TL is calculated for each aforemen-
tioned block size and transaction send rate. In addition, for each
experiment, maximum, minimum, and average latencies were
calculated to provide a full picture of the delays that may occur
in the production environment.

5.5.1. Average latency
The average transaction latency for write and read throughput

is shown in Figs. 7 and 8, 11, and 12. It represents the sum
of all individual transaction latencies divided by the number of
successful transactions submitted to the blockchain network. No
latency restrictions were specified in the HF configuration in
order to observe the effect of queue buildup. As can be seen
from the results, the average latency stays under 1 s before
we approach the maximum throughput for the respective block
size. When the maximum throughput is reached, the average
latency rapidly increases. This happens due to queue buildup, and
thus, the more transactions are in the queue, the more time it
takes to get ordered, validated, and written to the ledger. The
TL rapid increase after maximum throughput is reached is a
major QoS concern that may result in marketplace availability
degradation [46].

5.5.2. Maximum latency
The maximum latency behaves in a similar manner to the

average latency, i. e. , increases rapidly after a peak throughput
for the respective block size is reached. However, the difference
between the average and maximum latency becomes smaller if
send rate continues to be increased after the peer throughput
is reached. For example, the average and maximum latencies for
block size 500 tx and send rate 300 tx are 2 and 10 s respectively.
Here, the difference is 400% or 8 s. Further, for send rate of 400 tx,

the average and maximum latencies are 12 and 22 s respectively.
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ere, the difference is less than 100% or 10 s. Such observa-
ion indicates that the higher the deviation from the maximum
hroughput, the higher the number of queued transactions, thus,
onsequently, the higher the number of failed transactions due
o timeout. The transaction remains in the queue until the 5-
in test is finalized and then discarded. The time interval from

he moment transaction is placed in the queue and eventually
ailed at the end of the test is set as a maximum latency. In an
ndustrial system, where execution is not limited by a 5-min time
pan, all transactions eventually are recorded on the ledger, after
eing processed by the blockchain network. However, depending
n the configuration, e. g. , if no retry mechanism is implemented,

a portion of transactions may fail due to timeout.

5.5.3. Minimum latency
The minimum latency evaluation results indicate that the min-

imum latency is not affected by the send rate since the first
received transactions are processed by the HF network instanta-
neously and do not requires additional time to set up a queue.
Thus, the minimum latency does not exceed 0.21 s.

6. Results and observations

The implementation and execution of the decentralized
blockchain-based energy marketplace demonstrate that defined
requirements, c. f. , Sections 2 and 3.3, can be fulfilled by HF. It
permits the trade settlement process’s automation by utilizing
distributed ledger and SC. In addition, the blockchain
consensus mechanism makes the energy trading process trans-
parent, trusted, and secure. Throughout the process of the
requirements definition, architecture design, and system imple-
mentation, a number of observations were made. Such observa-
tions are discussed next.

6.1. The regulator is the De Facto TTP

The energy market is a field that is highly regulated by the
government. Thus, the investigated use-case of P2P energy trad-
ing has to take into account the presence of the governmental
entity and its regulatory control over the marketplace. Here, the
regulator oversees all processes and acts as the main trust anchor
in marketplace operations. The issuing and consumption of GO is
controlled by the regulator. In addition, it regulates the process of
RES certification and generated electricity registration within the
marketplace. Further, the regulator takes part in the electricity
trade settlement as a guarantor that the GO is not sold more
than once. Thus, the regulator can be viewed as a TTP, which
is the middleman of the trade settlement operations. However,
considering the number of limitations that are put on the energy
trading process, the marketplace enables automation of the trade
settlement process and connects the end-users of the energy grid,
i. e. , prosumers, in a trusted and transparent way.

The GO management may be done outside the ledger, con-
sidering a certain level of centralization around the regulator.
However, synchronizing the ledger with the outside GO man-
agement system becomes challenging and opens for new attack
vectors, e. g. , spoofing and tampering attacks on the communica-
tion channel. It also puts an additional operational burden on the
regulator as the outside GO management system would have to
be maintained and secured. Hence, the challenge is to find the
balance between system complexity, resilience, and operational
overhead. In the marketplace described in this study, all assets
remain on the ledger to secure the data integrity and reduce the
attack surface. In addition, the blockchain ledger serves as an
irrefutable source of truth and increases the credibility of auditing
marketplace assets and processes.
22
6.2. Robust interface between the blockchain-based marketplace and
the electricity grid

The energy grids, i. e. , electricity distribution systems, nowa-
days represent a critical infrastructure that citizens rely on in
their everyday life. In the case of the energy grid failing, the
societal and environmental impact may be catastrophic. Thus, the
blockchain-based marketplace, when applied in the context of
electricity distribution systems, requires the implementation of
a robust and safe interface between these two entities. To this
end, the energy grid operator must ensure that the marketplace
gets accurate and timely updates on the generated electricity.
However, the marketplace has to be developed in a way that it
is unable to tamper with the energy grid’s operations. Thus, the
blockchain-based marketplace should be built as a standalone en-
tity that just operates on the data, which is transmitted securely
from the energy grid digital infrastructure.

6.3. Limitation of the trade settlement operations per second

One of the blockchain’s quantitative characteristics is through-
put, i. e. , the number of transactions that can be processed and
stored on a ledger per second. This characteristic has to be
considered at a system design phase since the initially chosen
blockchain platform may, in the end, have unsuitable throughput
that may not fulfill the scalability requirements of the release sys-
tem. Consequently, throughput may be affected by the blockchain
architecture, i. e. , private or public, computational requirements,
e. g. , validation in HF, and consensus mechanisms, e. g. , Proof of
Work (PoW) [21] or RAFT. The performance evaluation of imple-
mented blockchain-based marketplace has shown a throughput
of approximately 400 TPS, which is a considerable improvement
compared with other blockchain solutions such as layer 1, i. e. ,
base networks, for Ethereum [47] or Bitcoin [21]. However, HF
still requires efficient mechanisms that increase the maximum
throughput and scalability.

The maximum measured throughput of 400 TPS allows for cal-
culating an estimated number of the prosumers that the designed
energy marketplace may support. The authors acknowledge that
such calculation is simplified, and it is done to give an approx-
imation regarding the maximum supported prosumer number.
In the real-world system, the maximum prosumer number may
vary due to other factors not taken into consideration here. For
our calculation, the following metrics were outlined. The Tmax
parameter is the system’s maximum throughput, i. e. , 400 TPS in
our case. The m parameter is the number of daily (24 h) metering
device updates. The o parameter is the number of orders created
during a day by a prosumer. The t parameter is the number of
trade transactions executed during a day. The g parameter is
the number of GOs issued for a prosumer during a day. Finally,
dividing the maximum daily amount of transactions by the sum
of m, o, t, g yields an approximate number of prosumers that are
able to operate within a marketplace, c. f. , (1).

Prosumersmax =
Tmax ∗ 24 ∗ 60 ∗ 60

m+ o+ t + g
(1)

The throughput of 400 TPS allows the execution of 34.560.000
transactions per 24 h. Thus, the m, o, t, g configuration solely
defines the final result of the maximum supported prosumer
number. In order to trade, the energy must first be generated
and registered in the marketplace. Thus, the m parameter has
to be set first and affects the rest of the parameters. If the m
parameter is set to 24, i. e. , hourly metering device update, it
gives the prosumer the possibility to trade generated electricity
23 times during the day (minus 1 h for initial generation). Hence,
the worst-case scenario is that the prosumer trades electricity
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very time the metering device update happens. For each trade
o be executed, the order must be placed and GO issued. In such
case, the final number of daily prosumer transactions equals 93
24+23+23+23). Thus, 34.560.000/93 ≈ 370.000 prosumers. Such
number of prosumers corresponds to a medium size energy

ommunity.

.4. Marketplace concurrent operations impact overall system per-
ormance

In Hyperledger Fabric, each record on the ledger is stored in
he same manner as an ordinary record stored in a conventional
atabase, e. g. , MySQL. Thus, when two processes at once try to

modify the same record on the ledger, one of these modifica-
tions fails. However, the inherent characteristic of Hyperledger
Fabric is that although the failed transaction does not modify
the ledger, it is still stored in an ordered block. To this end, an
application requires functionality that identifies failed attempts
and triggers a retry mechanism. At this point, HF does not have
such functionality, which requires its implementation within the
application layer of a blockchain-based solution. Such functional-
ity is also interesting to investigate as it may lead to a new kind
of non-blockchain-related delays.

6.5. Constant transaction load leads to a significant blockchain
growth

As was discussed in Section 4, the metering device updates
re registered in the blockchain-based marketplaces at a certain
requency. Measured maximum throughput of 400 TPS with a
onstant full load can support 1,440,000 transactions per hour.
ith the approximate transaction size of 4 KB, the maximum

ransaction load can grow the blockchain by 5.76 GB of data
er hour, by 138.24 GB of data every 24 h, or by 4.14 TB per
onth. This approach is not sustainable, as over time, this may

ntroduce a major economic issue to store the entire blockchain,
. e. , increased operational costs. Thus, one optimization solution
s to offload the metering device updates from the blockchain
nd process and store them in a conventional database. However,
his raises issues of trust and validity of metering device data.
ere, a separate type of consensus must be executed between the
nergy providers, who must agree on the metering device data
efore executing the trading transaction. Moreover, the metering
evice data can be stored in integrity-guaranteed data storage,
hich utilizes provable data possession technique [48]. Further,
he aggregated metering device updates can be recorded in the
arketplace with a smaller granularity, e. g. , once per hour or day.

n this way, the ledger is not overloaded with frequent metering
evice updates, and the marketplace trade transactions operate
n valid electricity generation data.
Another solution to the blockchain growth issue is pruning

of old blockchain blocks. It allows deleting old blocks after a
certain period, saving storage space and making the blockchain-
based solution more sustainable. The HF does not have such
functionality at the moment, although it was investigated and
tested in [49].

6.6. Private blockchain lesser energy consumption

Several blockchain implementations, e. g. , Bitcoin, have raised
concern from environmentalists regarding abnormal energy con-
sumption and subsequent carbon emissions [50]. Large energy
consumption may lead to the carbonization of Earth’s atmosphere
and, in the long-term perspective, cause a harmful effect on
humankind. There are two major blockchain architectures, i. e. ,
public and private. Both architectures assume a certain level
23
of system decentralization. Some public systems, e. g. , Bitcoin,
provide a level of decentralization that allows for making systems
entirely digitally sovereign [51]. However, this comes at the cost
of computationally heavy consensus algorithms such as PoW.
Further, the private blockchain architecture assumes a certain
degree of centralization within the system, i. e. , reliance on TTP,
such as a regulator in the energy marketplace. However, an
execute-order-validate consensus mechanism consumes minimal
to non-existent computational power, which is more sustainable
in a long-term approach [52].

6.7. Undesirable energy market manipulation

While the blockchain-based energy marketplace brings many
benefits to prosumers, there may be some drawbacks with the
deregulation of the electricity trade market presented in this
paper. In particular, we are concerned that when prosumers are
allowed to compete in the marketplace, some may have enough
RES to affect the prices unfairly for other actors, to manipulate the
market to their advantage. This is akin to effects seen on the stock
market when actors dump shares to lower prices or aggressively
buy to increase prices, e. g. , pump-and-dump strategy. This sort
of behavior may also be possible when a large number of small
and medium prosumers collude in order to control the pricing.
Whereas it is difficult to assess the likelihood and impact of
this phenomenon at this time, we nonetheless think it is an
interesting study for future work.

7. Related work

The area of decentralized blockchain-based marketplaces gen-
erates research interest in academia and industry due to the
widespread adoption of blockchain technology. Blockchain en-
ables decentralized governance, identity management, and trade
settlement execution. Thus, the energy marketplaces had a num-
ber of proposals in recent years in terms of blockchain technology
incorporation. Such proposals are discussed next.

7.1. Blockchain-based energy trading

In [53], the authors propose a blockchain-based trading mech-
anism where locally generated electricity can be sold between
prosumers via a marketplace system. The system is based on
the Ethereum blockchain and utilizes its SCs to automate and
execute the trade settlement process. According to the authors,
blockchain technology enables P2P trading between energy pro-
sumers. In addition, the authors conclude that SCs enable real-
time trade settlement with minimum oversight. Authors of [3]
investigate the possibility of blockchain-based marketplace cre-
ation for P2P energy trading. According to the authors, they aim
to bring flexibility and transparency to all actors involved in the
energy marketplace. In the proposed model, blockchain registers
the amount of generated electricity and enables electricity prices
regulation based on the prosumer generation rate. However, this
prototype, as well as the one from [53], relies on the Ethereum
blockchain, which is built as a public permissionless platform.
In contrast, HF is a private permissioned platform that is geared
towards organizational deployment. It includes better privacy-
preserving characteristics, and its architecture is designed to cater
to business needs. In [54], authors propose a blockchain-based
platform for energy trading based on HF blockchain. In the pro-
posed platform, blockchain technology helps reduce the need for
TTP in electricity trading. The main aim of this proposal is to make
the consumption and generation of electricity by prosumers more
efficient and eventually reduce electricity bills. Authors of [55]
propose a platform for blockchain-based P2P energy trading. The
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ain aim of this platform is to provide prosumers with the ability
o trade electricity after the generation period and not before,
s it is done in energy markets today. According to the authors,
lockchain technology enables bilateral energy trading after the
eneration period by enabling prosumers to trade electricity in
2P mode without the need for TTP. In [56], the authors pro-
ose a blockchain-based energy trading platform with the aim of
nhancing the distribution of the energy generated by the DER.
n addition, this study uses machine learning (ML) to analyze
he generation data and propose better energy production and
istribution strategies. Authors claim that the proposed model
nhances energy crowdsourcing while maintaining QoS. Authors
f [57] propose a P2P blockchain-based energy trading model
hat employs a double auction model. The double auction enables
rosumers to place buying and selling orders. Further, the or-
er price can be adjusted according to the market need, which,
ccording to the authors, promotes the bidding strategies im-
rovement and supply and demand alignment. Authors claim that
he proposed trading model increases hourly social welfare by
2.3%. In [58], authors design a decentralized energy marketplace
o enable P2P prosumer trade settlements. The main aim is to
llow prosumers who own RES to sell electricity to neighboring
ouseholds at a better price than the energy company offers. First,
he authors use the mathematical game theory for prosumers’
ehavior within the energy marketplace. Further, they utilize the
lockchain to enable P2P trade settlements. Authors claim that
he proposed marketplace can reduce electricity prices under
ertain conditions, e. g. , the energy generation is much higher
han the demand in the grid. Authors of [59] propose an energy
rading model which caters to prosumers’ data privacy needs.
his model utilizes consortium blockchain to preserve prosumers’
ata privacy without restricting trade settlement execution. Au-
hors claim that the experimental evaluation demonstrates the
ffectiveness of the proposed approach, i. e. , automated trade set-

tlement with data privacy preservation. In [12], authors propose
a P2P energy marketplace for tokenized energy assets. All assets,
i. e. , energy, batteries, and trade transactions, are expressed as
either FTs or NFTs within the marketplace. Further, these as-
sets are traded within the marketplace, where each actor can
benefit monetarily depending on its role. Authors claim that
their implementation achieved a throughput of 448.3 TPS for the
slowest SC function. Authors of [60] propose a P2P energy trading
system where multiple market models are applied to provide
high flexibility for prosumers. First, the prosumers can utilize
P2P trade settlement with other market participants. Further,
the prosumers can trade with the distribution system operator.
Each market model is utilized depending on the electricity pricing
during the day. The authors claim that the data collected can be
analyzed to produce energy distribution optimization techniques,
eventually resulting in the decarbonization of the grid. In [61],
authors propose an automated P2P energy marketplace based on
blockchain technology and a multi-agent system paradigm. The
usage of permissioned blockchain brings such benefits as reduced
transaction cost, elimination of single point of failure, and en-
ables micro-transactions. According to the authors, blockchain
technology enables the creation of a democratic energy market-
place while being compliant with current data regulations. For
further reading on the developments in blockchain-based energy
marketplaces see [62].

7.2. Energy grid management

The topic of energy grid management has also gained trac-
tion in recent years, investigating topics such as efficient energy
distribution strategies, demand–supply matching, and balancing
electricity prices. Authors of [63] propose a blockchain-based
24
virtual power plant (VPP) management platform. Here, authors
address such aspects of VPP management as energy aggregation
flexibility, operation of community microgrids, and P2P electricity
trading. Authors claim that the proposed platform can success-
fully address the deployment and operation challenges connected
to small-scale VPPs and promote grid decarbonization. In [13],
authors present a framework to optimize the capacity of DERs
aggregators using mixed non-linear programming. The increased
resolution of the energy demand data improves optimization
accuracy significantly, resulting in increased prosumer revenue.
Authors claim that the energy trade revenue increases up to
29.8% in comparison to the currently used heuristic approach for
capacity optimization.

7.3. Blockchain performance evaluation

In [64], the authors conduct the performance evaluation of
HF 1.2, where they aim to substitute conventional distributed
databases with the blockchain distributed ledger technology. The
authors propose their HF modification called HF++, and according
to them, it outperforms the original HF 1.2 by a factor of 3.
However, such a performance evaluation is not put in a con-
text of a use case, where it would represent an execution of
an SC tailored for a specific application. Such specific charac-
teristics as the transaction size, infrastructure distribution, and
the number of blockchain organizations may heavily affect the
evaluation results. Moreover, our solution uses a more up-to-date
HF 2.1, which underwent a number of revisions and modifica-
tions. Finally, HF 2.1 has a similar performance as proposed by
the authors’ modification HF++. The authors of [65] conduct the
evaluation of HF versions 0.6 and 1.0 with the aim of compar-
ing their performance characteristics. The authors conclude that
HF 1.0 performs better than HF 0.6. However, according to the
authors, even 1.0 cannot reach the performance level needed
in traditional database systems. In [66], the authors perform a
performance evaluation of HF 1.4, aiming to identify the main
bottlenecks. The authors investigate different ordering services,
i. e. , Solo, Kafka, and RAFT, as well as different endorsement
policies. Authors conclude that the validation phase is the major
bottleneck of HF 1.4, with ordering not making a big impact on
performance. However, the authors do not specify such external
bottlenecks as storage IOPS and do not investigate ledger read
throughput. Finally, our HF 2.1-based solution shows approxi-
mately 25% better performance in terms of maximum throughput.
The authors of [67] describe their HF-based proposal to scale
the throughput up to 20000 transactions per second. Accord-
ing to the authors, they achieve such a throughput increase by
focusing on the existing performance bottlenecks and solving
them through modifications to the core code of HF. However, the
changes made to the HF modify the core code so much that the
resulting blockchain software has lost any resemblance to HF. In
our work, we specifically investigated the original HF to evaluate
its capabilities for our use case. Furthermore, the evaluation of
original technology enables us to judge the improvement which
is introduced in future versions of HF.

The related works demonstrate that blockchain applicabil-
ity in an energy marketplace has been relatively well defined
at an abstract level. However, all works mentioned above lack
the detailed requirements definition, implementation details, and
discussion on the technical limitations of blockchain technology
incorporation. In addition, the aforementioned related works lack
discussion on the GOs and the regulator’s role. In this work,
we discuss the decentralized energy marketplace from a techni-
cal perspective to provide insights into challenges encountered
during our test implementation and operation.
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. Summary and outlook

In this work, we describe a decentralized blockchain-based
2P energy marketplace. It utilizes the private permissioned
lockchain platform Hyperledger Fabric. The main aim of such
marketplace is to enable trusted and transparent P2P energy

rading. Also, the marketplace provides data privacy to its actors,
atering to the needs of prosumers and energy providers. To
chieve this aim, the following methodology was used. First, with
dvice from an operating energy provider, we define a set of regu-
atory and operational requirements, which have to be met by the
arketplace. Next, based on defined requirements, we describe

he proposed marketplace architecture. Further, we produce the
arketplace’s threat model and define security requirements. Next,
e detail the implementation and map security requirements
o appropriate countermeasures provided by HF. Further, we
resent the marketplace’s performance evaluation with the SC
ailored for energy trading.

The functional and non-functional requirements defined in
ection 2 are aligned with the Directive 2018/2001 of the Eu-
opean Parliament on the promotion of the use of energy from
enewable sources. The energy marketplace, as a platform, should
ttract prosumers into installing RES due to the opportunity to
ecome energy-independent and prosper from generated energy
elling. The ultimate goal of RES promotion and widespread adop-
ion is the decarbonization of the atmosphere. Further, with the
arketplace, prosumers can choose where, when, and at what
rice they sell or buy electricity. Also, the marketplace opens new
pportunities for energy providers. With the blockchain ledger,
he energy providers obtain a decentralized database that can be
sed for accounting and efficient energy distribution strategies
iscovery. Further, it is used as a source of irrefutable evidence
n case of legal disputes between marketplace actors. Finally, it is
sed as a source of digital trust, which energy providers can rely
n when executing energy trade transactions.
The regulator represents a governmental entity that regulates

he GO issuing and consumption within the marketplace. It also
egulates the process of electricity generation and registration
ithin the marketplace. Further, the regulator participates in the
lectricity trade settlement as a guarantor that the GO is not
old more than once. Thus, the regulator can be viewed as a
TP who oversees all the processes that are executed within the
arketplace. However, even with a certain level of centralization
round the regulator, the marketplace enables automation of the
2P trade settlement process and connects the end-users of the
nergy grid, i. e. , prosumers, in a trusted and transparent way.
lthough, it should be noted that the maximum electricity selling
rice is established by the government, i. e. , the regulator.
The performance evaluation shows that HF has better per-

ormance characteristics than other well-known blockchain so-
utions such as Ethereum. However, a number of performance
ottlenecks remain, such as the validation phase and possible
FT consensus scalability concerns. The validation phase requires
considerable amount of computational capabilities. Thus, opti-
ization is required to increase the throughput and scalability
f HF overall. With the current HF’s development state, when
esigning the blockchain-based system, one has to carefully con-
ider the data which is stored on the ledger. Since the HF is
imited in throughput and restricted by data regulations, e. g. ,
DPR, the ledger only has to save the data, which is critically
eeded to establish digital trust between system actors. In the
ase of the P2P energy marketplace, it is the GO and prosumer
allet records.
The proposed approach to designing a blockchain-based mar-

etplace can also be applied in the case of telecommunication
ervices marketplaces [33]. The communication service providers
25
can participate in the decentralized marketplace where they can
sell access to their network hardware via automated SC that
ensures trusted transaction execution and dispute resolution in
case of service-level agreement violations. Further, we believe
that the system design described here can be generalized towards
digital marketplaces in other domains.

Future work will focus on the investigation of possible im-
provements for consensus and policy execution of such a
blockchain-based marketplace in order to improve its capabilities
and efficiency of operation. Quantitative characteristics such as
throughput and scalability are the main indicators of perfor-
mance. Thus, they are used as main improvement indicators. In
addition, the investigation of a trade-off between the increased
performance and security of a blockchain solution is of interest.
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